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BASEMENT CONTROL ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTED
MICHIGAN BASIN OIL AND GAS FIELDS AS
CONSTRAINED BY FABRIC ELEMENTS IN
PALEOZOIC LIMESTONES

Robert Thomas Versical, M.S.
Western Michigan University, 1991

Hydrocarbon bearing structures in the Paleozoic section of the Michigan
basin possess different structural styles and orientations. Quantification of the
direction and magnitude of shortening strains by applying a calcite twin-strain
analysis constrains the mechanisms by which these structures may have
developed. The calcite twin-strain analysis and fracture orientations in Paleozoic
rocks indicate that the mean direction of compression controlling structural
development ranged from SE-NW to nearly E-W. This direction of compression
nearly parallels the majority of structures in the basin, and provides insight into
their origin.
The structural geometries of fields

consideredin this study can be

explained by models for deformation in the Paleozoic cover abovebasement
faults with varying components of strike-slip and dip-slip motion. Variation in
structural style appears to be related to
weakness

with

different orientations

reactivation of basement lines of

inresponse

to

the

same

regional

compression.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Scope and Purpose of Investigation

The Michigan basin is the type example of an intracratonic basin: a
basin located in the presumably stable cratonic interior far removed from, and
apparently not related to, major orogenic belts or orogenic activity. Extensive
oil and gas exploration in the basin has revealed the location, extent, and
geometry of linear intrabasin structures. These linear trends in rocks of the
Paleozoic section vary, and are primarily anticlinal in nature and display a wide
range of orientations. The most prevalent of these hydrocarbon-bearing trends
is a series of SE-NW trending anticlines that are dominant north of latitude
44°30’ N. As the knowledge of the geometry and distribution of these trends
evolved, so did hypotheses concerning their origin and development. Although
a number of theories have been proposed regarding the genesis of these linear
structures, none has gained widespread acceptance-either because they fail to
adequately explain all the variations in orientation and structural style, or
because the basic structural mechanism that was postulated for their formation
was not mechanically valid.
Some linear trends can be correlated with features in the underlying
1
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Precambrian provinces (Figure 1). The predominant SE-NW trends in the eastcentral Michigan basin are developed above basement of the Penokean province.
This relationship suggests that structures within the Penokean basement may
have localized structures in the Paleozoic section above it. By noting the trends
of other linear fields with respect to known province boundaries (Figure 1),
those structures that parallel the mid-Michigan rift structure and some minor
structures that parallel the Grenville front can be said to exhibit basement
control.
The idea of basement involvement in the development of linear structures
in the Paleozoic section of the Michigan basin was proposed as early as 1932
by Pirtle (1932) and Newcombe (1933) who cailed upon reactivation of
previous lines of weakness in basement as a mechanism that created the
structures. Subsequent studies (e.g., Davies & Esch, 1988; Ells, 1962, 1969;
Fisher, 1981; Hinze & Merritt, 1969; Rudman, Summerson, & Hinze, 1965),
have also called upon basement as a controlling factor in the development of
certain

Michigan basin

structures.

However,

none of these studies

has

documented a plausible tectonic mechanism capable of forming the structures
observed within the basin.
The purpose of this study is to determine the degree and nature of
basement involvement in development of certain Michigan basin structures. The
following methods and procedures were employed:
1. Structure contour maps generated from oil well and reflection seismic
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Figure 1. Distribution of Oil Fields in Michigan With Respect to Underlying
Precambrian Province Boundaries.
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data (where available) were used to determine the geometry of selected
structures that overlie each of the four Precambrian provinces which floor the
basin (Figures 1 and 2).
2. Gravity, magnetic, and reflection seismic data were used to determine
the nature of basement in the region of the selected structures.
3. Mesoscopic and microscopic fabric elements in Paleozoic units within
and around the basin were examined to determine the direction(s) and
magnitude(s) of stresses that have been operative across the basin and may have
influenced the development of the structures.
4. Models were developed for the origin of each of the structures
included in this study which are consistent with the observed structural
geometries and a regional tectonic framework.
The results of this study will intend to provide a better understanding
of the mechanisms by which these structures formed and that the methods
employed may be applied to other structures not covered in this report. An
improved understanding of the structural mechanics that control development of
these structures may assist future exploration practices in the basin.

Sources of Data

Structure contour maps used in this study were developed using data
from driller’s well files (completion records) located at the Geologic Survey
Division of the Michigan Department of Natural Resources in Lansing, MI.
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Structure contours were constructed from these data specifically to incorporate
new data not available to earlier workers and to provide a data base free from
earlier interpretations. The well records were stored in individual computer data
base files according to the Congressional Survey system. Well locations and
formation top elevations were easily separated and plotted using GoldeiP (1989)
software. The data were hand contoured to avoid the uncertainties associated
with computer contouring. Where a formation top differed significantly from the
surrounding data points, it was assumed to be an erroneous report and omitted.
A complete list of well locations and formation tops used in this study is
located in Appendix A.
Gravity and magnetic data were obtained from a variety of sources.
Bouger gravity data were taken from the National Geophysical Data Center
(1988), Boulder, Colorado data base and separated according to the regions
covered in this study. Maps of the Bouger data were then compiled over each
region by contouring using GoldeiP (1989) software. The sources and reduction
of the gravity data are described by O’Hara (1981). Other sources of
geophysical data used in this study include ground magnetic data from Hoin
(1983), and reflection seismic data that were provided by industry sources.
Quantification of strain across the basin was accomplished using a calcite
twin-strain analysis of Paleozoic carbonate units within the basin. Analysis of
fractures was accomplished by measuring joint sets from exposures across the
basin and by reviewing published joint studies (Holst, 1982; Holst & Foote,
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7
1981; Prouty, 1983, 1989).

Previous Work

Newcombe (1933) had valuable insights regarding the origin of Michigan
basin structures without the benefit of knowledge concerning the distribution or
nature of the Precambrian provinces beneath the basin, or the concepts of
modern plate tectonics. He envisioned horizontal stresses transmitted from the
Appalachians, essentially perpendicular to the prevalent anticlinal trends, as a
contributing factor in basin subsidence and the cause of developing the SENW trending folds in the basin by reactivating lines of weakness in basement
related to Keweenawan (1.1 Ma) deformation. He also stated that "The faults
in the crystalline basement rocks were probably not the direct cause of
deformation, but the ‘rudders’ which determined the localization of nearly ail
movement throughout geologic time in lower Michigan" (Newcombe, 1933, p.
114). Pirtle (1932), whose paper appeared while Newcombe’s was in press, also
concluded that the SE-NW folds were controlled by lines of folding or lines
of structural

weakness

in basement.

Although

Newcombe’s and Pirtle’s

assumptions seem valid, their models call for NE-SW directed compression; and
the question should be raised as how to derive this NE-SW directed horizontal
compression from Appalachian orogenesis.
Even as geophysical data covering the southern peninsula of Michigan
became available, and new oil fields were discovered [the 1957 discovery of
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the Albion-Scipio field in particular (Figure 2)], there were no major advances
in theory regarding the origin of Michigan basin structures. Gravity and
aeromagnetic studies and basement-penetrating drill holes made it possible to
delineate Precambrian province boundaries, and allowed Hinze and Merritt
(1969) to associate Precambrian provinces and certain structures in the basin.
Hinze and Merritt (1969) suggested that the Howell anticline (Figure 2) was
clearly related to the reactivation of a basement fault associated with the midMichigan rift zone. They applied the idea of reactivation of basement faults to
the other SE-NW trends in the basin stating that "Rejuvenation of movement
along these weakness zones due to sinking of the basin or externally applied
stress fields is the primary cause of the basin structures," whereas "other struc
tures may be related to basement relief" (Hinze & Merritt, 1969, p. 56).
Several workers (e.g., Black, 1986; Ells, 1962; Harding, 1974) have called
upon deformation above strike-slip faulting in basement as the primary cause
for the development of the Albion-Scipio trend. Ells (1969) proposed a
basement block faulting model,

having primarily vertical motion with a

component of strike-slip movement on the faults, to explain the SE-NW trends
in the southeastern lower peninsula. He also suggested that, as more data
became available, a similar model may be able to explain the SE-NW trends
in the central basin. In every case, however, these workers did not accurately
discern the origin of the stresses responsible for movement along the pre
existing basement faults.
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Another early theory concerning the genesis of Michigan basin structures
was advanced by Lockett (1947) who related the origin of the predominant SENW anticlinal trends to basin subsidence. He postulated that a series o f SENW trending fractures developed parallel to the long axis of the basin and
further

sediment accumulation

caused

differential

subsidence along

these

developing fractures. The resulting structures were a series of SE-NW trending
faults, down-thrown towards the center of the basin where the greatest
thicknesses of sediment are present. Because of the increased sediment load in
the basin center, the faults were postulated to display a stair-step pattern
towards the basin center where vertical offset was greatest. The mechanism
which Lockett suggested drove subsidence precludes this model of structural
development as geologic evidence to support his model has yet to be
discovered. Lockett also suggested that differential compaction and the flow of
salt within the Salina Group was a contributing factor in the development of
Michigan basin structures. Lockett proposed that evaporites which flowed
towards areas of differential subsidence above basal faults increased the
structural relief above the Salina thereby enhancing local structure.
Davies and Esch (1988) explained the occurrence of the anticlinal trends
in the basin as being related to a series of half-graben structures associated
with an extensive continental rift complex which exists beneath the basin. They
suggested that SE-NW trending anticlines are related to listric normal faults
which extend into basement. Segmentation of the half-graben structures is
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accommodated by "zig-zag" faults which originate in, and extend from, the
axial troughs of the deep graben structure.
Prouty (1983, 1989) addressed the source of stresses responsible for
deformation in the basin, citing a west directed compression associated with
Appalachian orogenesis as the driving force behind wrench faulting along
Paleozoic faults. He suggested that the Appalachian forces were most likely
transmitted through basement as the sedimentary cover would be too weak to
carry these stresses over such distances. Prouty did not clearly explain basement
involvement in his model nor did he address the problem that this causes:
namely, how can so much shortening be taken up in the Paleozoic section
without basement being affected in some way by the same compressive stresses
that caused deformation in the Paleozoic cover?
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CHAPTER II

REGIONAL GEOLOGIC SETTING

Basement Geology

Introduction

Prior to extensive geophysical studies and deep, basement-penetrating
drilling activity, the character of the Precambrian basement geology of the
midcontinent region was largely conjecture. The nature of basement beneath the
Phanerozoic cover of the region was based mainly upon extrapolation ffom
studies of the exposed Canadian shield and other localized basement outcrops.
As more data became available, primarily ffom gravity and aeromagnetic
investigations, the basement geology of the region became better understood,
and the delineation of specific basement provinces was made possible (Figure
3). Radiometric age dates obtained from basement samples in deep wells made
it possible to establish a chronology of Precambrian orogenic events associated
with the growth of the Precambrian craton. Sims, Kisvarsanyi, and Morey
(1987) documented nine episodes, Archean through Late Proterozoic, of crustal
generation in the northern midcontinent. A similar series of events may be
applied to the basement of Michigan and the eastern midcontinent. The
Precambrian history of the northern and eastern midcontinent may be interpreted
11
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Figure 2 Regional Precambrian Basement Province Map.
NF = Niagara fault zone, province boundaries queried where uncertain or approximated.
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as the growth of an embryonic craton by accretion of additional continental
crust material by collisional orogens. Intermittent periods of crustal breakup and
addition of new crust by associated anorogenic magmatic and volcanic activity
are also inferred to have been important (Hoffman, 1988).

Basement Configuration of Michigan

introduction
Michigan has a structurally complex basement geology due to the
junction of four Precambrian structural provinces within a small geographic area
beneath the Michigan basin. These basement structural provinces (Figures 3 and
4) include the Penokean province (1.83-1.9 Ga) to the north, the Central
province (1.42-1.5 Ga) to the south and southwest, the mid-Michigan rift zone
(1.1-1.22 Ga) that transects the basin from north to south-southeast, and the
Grenville province (0.8-1.1 Ga) to the east and southeast. Our understanding
of the geology of these provinces is derived primarily from geophysical data,
extrapolation from surrounding exposures, and deep drilling information. An
understanding

of

the

origin

and

associated

structural

and

lithological

characteristics of the basement provinces is necessary to predict how basement
anisotropy may have responded when subjected to subsequent orogenic stresses.
The following is a synopsis of the tectonic origin, as well as important
structural and lithological characteristics of each Michigan basement province.
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Figure 4. Precambrian Basement Province Map of Michigan (after Hinze et ai.,
1975; Hinze and Merritt, 1969).
NF = Niagara fault zone, province boundaries queried where uncertain or
approximated.
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Penokean Province

The position of the Penokean province beneath the Michigan basin, in
particular its southern boundary, has been located in a number of positions by
various workers (e.g., Bickford, Van Schmus, & Zietz, 1986; Eardly, 1962;
Hinze, Kellogg, & O’Hara, 1975; Stonehouse, 1969). The interpreted boundary
of Hinze et al. (1975) will be used in this study. They place the southern
extent of the Penokean province near latitude 43.5° N. (Figures 3 and 4) where
geophysical trends begin to change in orientation and character ffom those
trends assigned to the Central province to the south (Figure 5).
The 1.90-1.83 Ga Penokean orogen represents a period of south-dipping
subduction which ended with the suturing of island arc(s) to the passive
continental margin and Archean basement of the Superior province (Hoffman,
1988). This collisional orogen appears to have been focused in a convexnorthward embayment at the margin of the Archean craton and is truncated to
the west by the Central Plains orogen and truncated (or incorporated within)
the Grenville orogen to the east (Figure 3) (Hoffman, 1988). The nearly eastwest trending Niagara fault zone (Figure 3) separates rocks of the Penokean
orogen into two distinct terranes; early Proterozoic epicratonic sedimentary and
volcanic rocks overlying Archean basement to the north and assemblages of
volcanic and plutonic rocks to the south (Figure 3) (Sims et al., 1987). The
volcanic and plutonic suite of rocks that comprise the southern portion of the
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Penokean province represent the island arc complex(es) that was sutured to the
embryonic craton and is perhaps best seen in exposures of the Wisconsin
magmatic terrane (Van Schmus,

1980). The northern sedimentary-volcanic

sequence

Penokean

that was

affected by

orogenesis

includes the early

Proterozoic Huron and Marquette Range Supergroups in Michigan, and the
Mille Lacs and Animikie Groups of Minnesota. The epicratonic rocks of the
Marquette Range Supergroup underwent a complex deformational history
involving early thin-skinned deformation characterized by northward directed
thrusting, followed by basement involved folding and subsequent metamorphism
(Hoffman, 1988).
In Michigan, the Penokean province is the least constrained of the four
basement provinces because it floors the deepest portion of the basin. The only
direct geologic information is provided by a drill hole in the northernmost part
of the southern peninsula. The rocks of this province are largely gneisses of
metasedimentary and metavolcanic origin (Hinze et al., 1975). A Penokean
subprovince, correlative with the northern sedimentary-volcanic terrane, has been
recognized in the northern part of the southern peninsula north of latitude 45°
N. where there is a change in the gravity and aeromagnetic signature ffom the
southern

part

of the

Penokean

province

(Hinze

et

al.,

1975).

These

characteristic geophysical trends, which help define this subprovince, may be
extended across Lake Michigan into Wisconsin (O’Hara and Hinze, 1972). A
drill hole in Presque Isle County, Michigan penetrated quartzite (possibly vein
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quartz) and altered mafic volcanic rocks which represent part of the suite of
strongly folded metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks that make up this
subprovince (Hinze & Merritt, 1969; Hinze et al., 1975). The boundary
between this subproviiice and the inferred island arc complex(es) to the south
may be similar to, or perhaps an extension of, the Niagara fault zone that
separates these distinctive lithological-structural terranes in the northern peninsula
of Michigan and in Wisconsin (Figure 3). The predominant structural trend
within the rocks of the Penokean province in Michigan is ESE-WNW (Hinze
et al., 1975; Hinze and Merritt, 1969; Kellogg, 1971). This trend parallels the
geophysical trends of the province (Figure 5) and the boundary of the two
Penokean subprovinces beneath the basin. These trends are most likely related
to ESE-WNW trending, north-verging, thrust faults as well as lithologic contacts
with similar orientations.

Central Province

The Central province, as defined by Hinze et al. (1975), is located south
of the Penokean province and in Michigan is truncated by the Grenville
province to the east (Figures 3 and 4). The Central province in the region is
analogous to the 1.42-1.50 Ga eastern granite-rhyolite province of Bickford et
al. (1986). It extends south and southwest ffom Michigan where it is bounded
by the older 1.63-1.80 Ga (Bickford et al., 1981) Central Plains orogen (Figure
3) and the younger 1.34-1.40 Ga western granite-rhyolite province of the south
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central United States (Bickford et al., 1986).
Direct information concerning the geology of the Central province is
limited to a few drill holes into basement. On the basis of geophysical data,
one basement test, and extrapolation ffom Wisconsin and northern Illinois,
Hinze and Merritt (1969) described the province as probably being comprised
of primarily granites and granite gneisses with subsidiary mafic rocks and
perhaps metasediments. Bickford et al. (1986) reported the petrography of the
eastern granite-rhyolite province to be predominantly silicic volcanic rocks of
pyroclastic origin with associated subvolcanic plutons characteristic of exposures
in the St. Francois mountains of Missouri. Also present are rare occurrences
of igneous rocks of intermediate composition, sedimentary rocks, and some
mafic igneous rocks. Bickford et al. (1986) also reported that the province has
been

affected by greenschist facies

metamorphism,

with some

localized

penetrative deformation confined to the northern portions of the province.
The origin of these anorogenic rocks of the Central province is not
completely agreed upon. Sims et al. (1987) called upon an extensional tectonic
regime for the rocks of the St. Francois mountains, stating that rifting did not
proceed long enough, with enough crustal separation, to allow for the emplace
ment of large volumes of basaltic magma. Bickford et al. (1986) and Van
Schmus and Bickford (1981) suggested that the rocks of the Central province
represent only a veneer a few kilometers thick that lies upon, and was derived
ffom, older crustal rocks of the Central Plains orogen. They cited evidence
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such as the high silica content of the rocks and Nd-Sm ratios (Nelson and
DePaolo, 1985) as being indicative of remelting and reworking of Proterozoic
crust. These data favor emplacement of these rocks during a period of
extension that was aborted prior to the extrusion of significant amounts of
mafic materials. Anderson (1983), however, suggested that some intrusions pre
date the culmination of collisional orogens and, therefore, cannot be derived
ffom them. He also stated that some of the anorogenic rocks of the Central
province clearly have a mantle affinity.
In Michigan the Central province is characterized by a SE-NW structural
grain orientation (Hinze et al., 1975; Kellogg, 1971) as suggested by the
orientation of gravity and magnetic anomalies (Figure 5). Because of the
anorogenic nature of this province, as opposed to the collisional origin of the
Penokean province to the north, the basement of the region could be expected
to be homogeneous, and to lack pervasive lines of weakness. The structural
trends may be related to localized lines of weakness that were inherited ffom
the extensional origin, or perhaps are due to later tectonic activity such, as
subsequent rifting or collision.

Mid-Michigan Rift Zone

The mid-Michigan rift zone (MMR) (Figure 4) transects the Michigan
basin ffom north to south, changing to a nearly east-west trend for a short
distance near the central portion of the basin, and continues southeastward
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where it coalesces with the Grenville province. The rift zone may be traced
northward from the basin to the point it joins with the Lake Superior syncline
(Oray, Hinze, & O’Hara, 1973), an extension of the midcontinent rift zone.
These features, collectively referred to as the midcontinent rift system (MRS),
represent Late Proterozoic (Keweenawan) continental rifting which began 1.201.225 Ga and culminated shortly after peak igneous activity (1.11 Ga) (Van
Schmus, Green, & Halls, 1982). The configuration of the MRS is well defined
by strong gravity highs and corresponding magnetic anomalies along its length.
Several workers suggested causal mechanisms for this rifting event.
Because of the close proximity in time and space of the Keweenawan rifting
event to the Grenville orogeny, Gordon and Hempton (1985) suggested that the
rifting was the result of foreland extension associated with continent-continent
collision. Along these same lines, Weiblan (1982) postulated that rifting was
initiated by wrench faulting along a northwest-southeast shear couple and
evolved into rifting along northwest-southeast transform faults. Many workers
(e.g., Burke & Dewey, 1973; Hutchinson, White, Cannon, & Schulz, 1990;
Nicholson & Shivey, 1990), however, favor a thermally-driven mechanism for
rift formation, in which the continental lithosphere is at rest over an underlying
mantle plume. The enormous volume of tholeiitic flood basalt, up to 20 km
thick, documented in the Lake Superior region (Cannon, Nicholson, & Schulz,
1989; White, 1966), and the overall similarity of the rift system geometry to
two arms of a failed rift-rift-rift triple junction (Burke & Dewey, 1973), lend
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credence to the mantle driven model of rift origin. Nicholson and Shivey
(1990) reported that the isotopic signature of volcanics in the Lake Superior
region is indicative of derivation ffom an enriched mantle source. Geophysical
modeling in the Lake Superior region, along with evidence for rapid extrusion
of the thick tholeiitic basalts also support a mantle plume source and origin for
the midcontinent rift (Hutchinson et al., 1990), In a recent hypothesis regarding
the rift structure and genesis, Cambray (1989) attributed the rifting to crustal
extension, driven by slab-pull, in a north-south direction which would explain
the greater width of the Lake Superior segment compared to the remainder of
the MRS. Klasner, Cannon, and Van Schmus (1982) also favored a northsouth opening of the rift system but suggested that the varying widths of
segments of the rift, and its overall configuration, were strongly influenced by
preexisting basement anisotropy. Regardless of the mechanism by which rifting
initiated and propagated, generalizations may be made about the overall structure
and subsequent reactivation of the rift system by compressional orogenesis.
The MRS has been subjected to latter compressional events which has
obscured its original structure (Cambray, 1989; King & Zietz, 1971; Klasner
et al., 1982; Van Schmus & Hinze, 1985). Therefore determination of total
crustal separation during the Keweenawan event is impossible.

Although

exposures of the MRS exist in the Lake Superior region, the structural style
of this area cannot be extended to other segments of the rift because gravity,
aeromagnetic, and seismic profiling have shown the structure along the rift to
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be variable. The present structural style of the rift system ranges from tilted
basement blocks associated with listric normal faults in central Kansas (Serpa
et al., 1984) (Figure 6b), uplifted axial horsts in north-central Iowa and central
Minnesota (King and Zietz, 1971) (Figure 6c and d), the syncline with flanking
reverse faults of the Lake Superior region (Cannon et al., 1990; Van Schmus
and Hinze, 1985) (Figure 6e), to the broad sediment filled trough of the eastwest trending segment of the MMR (Brown, Jensen, Oliver, Kaufman, and
Steiner, 1982; Fowler and Kuenzi, 1978; Zhu and Brown, 1986) (Figure 6f).
The variation in structural style of different segments of the rift may be related
to variation in the response of the segments with distinct orientations when
subjected to the same direction of a later regional compression (Cambray,
1989).

Cambray

(1989)

suggested that a

north

to

NNW-SSE directed

compression following the Keweenawan event would have been capable of
developing the E-W trending Lake Superior syncline while creating coeval
transpressional structures, like the uplifted axial horsts of Iowa and Minnesota,
in areas where the rift was oriented oblique to this direction of compression.
The trough-like character of a portion of the MMR (Figure 6f), the east-west
trending segment, may have a similar origin as the Lake Superior syncline, and
some workers (Hinze & Merritt, 1969; Hinze et al., 1975; Kellogg, 1971)
have modeled other segments of the MMR using uplifted axial blocks similar
to the interpretations of King and Zietz (1971) for Iowa and Minnesota.
An understanding of the mechanics and geometry of continental rifting
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Figure 6. Various Structural Expressions of the Midcontinent Rift System.
(A) Index map showing section locations. (B) Gently tilting basement blocks
associated with the rift segment in central Kansas (from Serpa et al., 1984).
(C) Uplifted axial horst in north-central Iowa (from King and Zietz, 1972). (D,
following page) Uplifted axial horst in the Twin Cities region of Minnesota
(from King and Zietz, 1972). (E) Lake Superior syncline and associated reverse
faults flanking the structure (from Cannon et al., 1990). (F) Broad sedimentfilled trough in central Michigan (from Zhu and Brown, 1986).
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is necessary to fully understand the reactivation of a rift-generated structure by
subsequent compressive events. Perhaps the best modern day analog of the MRS
is the East African rift system, in particular the Gregory rift (Figure 7).
Although the East African rift has not fully developed to the extent of the
MRS, because there are no thick sequences of flood basalts, the geometry of
the African structures may be similar to the MRS.
Bosworth, Lambiase, and Keisler (1986) formulated the following model
of the structural style for the Gregory rift and other similar continental rifts.
They suggested that at the initiation of rifting, two opposing detachment systems
are formed which merge into low angle normal faults at a depth of
approximately 10 to 15 km., perhaps within the brittle-ductile transition zone.
If these detachments cross cut at depth, which is likely, then one of the
systems is apt to lock and a half graben geometry develops (Figure 7). As the
bounding faults develop laterally, they begin to curve inward producing a neck
in the rift. Beyond this point the main detachment can no longer propagate
laterally and two new detachments appear and continue to grow forming a new
sub basin. This area of interaction between the detachments converging at the
neck is called an accommodation zone (Figure 7), a major crustal feature.
Across this zone one detachment will again dominate producing another half
graben with the sense of asymmetry usually reversed.
If this east African rift style is applicable to the MRS, then those
segments of the MRS that have been suggested to have been offset along
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Figure 7. Map and Cross Section of the Gregory Rift System, East Africa
(From Boswoith et al., 1986).
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transform faults (Chase & Gilmer, 1973; Gordon & Hempton, 1985; King &
Zietz, 1971; Weiblan, 1982) may in fact represent accommodation zones that
have distinct sub basins of opposing asymmetry on either side of them. Cannon
et al. (1990) documented changes in the sense of asymmetry of the central
basin for segments of the Lake Superior syncline, and suggested accommodation
zones exist between the segments. The existence of accommodation zones is
further supported by disruptions in the Bouger anomaly pattern of the region.
This type of rift basin geometry could easily be reactivated in a compressional
setting. The Lake Superior syncline, for example, may have developed along
a south-dipping main detachment (Cambray,

1989). The Isle Royale fault

(Figure 6e) may be an expression of this main detachment or perhaps a fault
synthetic to the main detachment. The Keweenaw fault (Figure 6e) by this
comparison would be antithetic to the main detachment. When these faults were
subjected to later compression, nearly orthogonal to their strike, they would
have experienced recurrent movement with the Isle Royale fault responding by
forward thrusting, and the Keweenaw fault responding by back thrusting (Figure
8). Other segments of the MRS would have undergone primarily transpression,
as suggested by Cambray (1989). The Kansas segment of the MRS (Figure 6b.)
appears not to have undergone any appreciable modification of its original half
graben geometry.
The MMR would perhaps be best described as having an overall
geometry that is a combination of the styles of the Lake Superior syncline and
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the northern portion (Minnesota) of the midcontinent rift zone. The east-west
segment of the MMR, rather than representing an accommodation zone, may
be ascribed to a bend in the rift as it follows a zone of crustal weakness
marked by the Penokean-Central province boundary (Hinze et al., 1975). This
segment has a trough-like character, and seismic data show evidence that some
thrusting has occurred (Figure 6f) (Brown et al., 1982; Zhu & Brown, 1986).
The overlying Paleozoic section does not appear to have been greatly affected
by this faulting,

suggesting that the primary reactivation,

with vertical

displacement on the faults, of this segment occurred prior to Paleozoic
orogenesis in the Appalachian-Ouchita areas. The other N-S and NW-SE
trending segments of the MMR may be representative of the uplifted axial
horsts (transpressional structures) as modeled in Minnesota by King and Zietz
(1971), and as indicated for the MMR by the gravity and aeromagnetic
profiling of Hinze et al. (1975), Hinze and Merritt (1969), and Kellogg (1971).
However,

seismic

evidence

to

compliment these

interpretations

remains

unpublished.
The predominant structural trends in the basement of the MMR parallel
the boundaries of the province and the geophysical trends associated with the
rift (Figure 5) in the Michigan Basin region (Hinze et al., 1975; Hinze &
Merritt, 1969; Kellogg, 1971). The basement anisotropy associated with the rift
probably represents listric normal faults that flank and dip towards the center
of the MMR which have experienced some recurrent movement when subjected
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to later compressive events.

Grenville Province

The Grenville province is confined to the southeast portion of Michigan,
extending from exposures along the northeast shores of Lake Huron southward
to the Michigan-Ohio border and beyond (Figures 3 and 4). This basement
province represents the 1.3-1.0 Ga (van Breeman & Davidson, 1988) accretion
of additional crustal material to the North American craton during the Grenville
orogeny.
The Grenville province is perhaps the best constrained of the Michigan
basin Precambrian provinces both lithologically and structurally. A number of
drill holes have encountered basement in the shallow southeastern part of the
basin, and extrapolations may be made from the nearby exposures in the
Georgian Bay region in Ontario. The Grenville province is also defined in
Michigan by a characteristic gravity and magnetic signature. On the basis of
drill holes that have penetrated basement and geophysical anomaly patterns, the
Grenville beneath Michigan has been divided into three distinct subprovinces:
(1) a region of metavolcanics and mafic gneiss confined to the thumb area, (2)
a region characterized by granite and granite gneiss along the southeast border
of the state, and (3) a zone of overlap between the mid-Michigan rift and the
Grenville front with associated mafic rocks (Hinze et al., 1975; Hinze &
Merritt, 1969; Kellogg, 1971). The zone of overlap between the Grenville
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province and mid-Michigan rift zone is marked by gravity highs, but the
magnetic anomaly associated with the remainder of the MMR does not continue
into this region. Hinze et al. (1975) suggested that the absence of a distinctive
rift-related magnetic anomaly here may be the result of the uplift and erosion
of basalts, or their metamorphic equivalent, due to Grenville orogenic activity.
The gravity high in the area may then be related to intrabasement mafic rocks
or crustal warping since basement subcrops of mafic rocks have yet to be
identified.
The structural trend within the Grenville province of Michigan is inferred
to be parallel to the overall northerly trend of the geophysical anomalies for
the province (Figure 5) and, in general, to parallel the Grenville front (Hinze
et al., 1975; Hinze & Merritt, 1969; Kellogg, 1971). Given the nature of the
origin of the province (that is, a collisional orogen which may be analogous
structurally and tectonically to the formation of the Himalayas (van der Pluijm
& Carlson, 1989; Windley, 1986)), the structural trends are probably primarily
related to north-northeast trending, west-northwest verging thrust or reverse
faults. Green et al. (1988) reported the nature of the Grenville front in the
Georgian Bay region to be characterized by a major southeast dipping mylonite
zone. To the southeast of this structural front, the province is defined by
parautochthonous and/or allochthonous microterranes bounded by zones of intense
ductile shear (Green et al., 1988). Seismic reflection studies in Lake Huron,
as well as gravity and magnetic studies (O’Hara & Hinze, 1980) have made
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it possible to extend this general structural style, as mapped in Ontario, beneath
the lake. A seismic reflection profile from these studies (Figure 9) shows a
wide band of east-dipping reflectors coinciding with the Grenville front tectonic
zone and other east-dipping reflectors that may be thrust planes. The structure
and geometry of the Grenville province as defined by mapping and geophysical
methods can easily be extrapolated beneath eastern Michigan.

Paleozoic Structural Basins and Arches

The Michigan basin (Figure 10) lies within the "stable" North American
craton and, in part, defines the series of arches and basins characterizing the
eastern midcontinent region. The basin is bordered on the north and northeast
by the Canadian shield. Major structural arches surround the basin on the other
sides with the Algonquin and Findlay arches to the east and southeast and the
Wisconsin and Kankakee arches to the west and southwest respectively. The
southern boundary of the basin is marked by the Indiana-Ohio platform, where
the Cincinnati arch bifurcates to form the Kankakee and Findlay arches (Figure
10) with the Kankakee arch separating the Michigan from the Illinois basin.

Origin of Paleozoic Features

The origin of these midcontinent basins and arches remains somewhat
enigmatic. Early workers (e.g., Lockett, 1947) envisioned the arches flanking
the Michigan basin to represent cores of ancient mountain ranges and the
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volumes of sediment shed from these positive areas were sufficient to cause
loading subsidence in the intervening basinal areas. The absence of an extremely
thick clastic sequence at the base of the basinal sequences precludes erosion
from surrounding highlands as the cause of basin subsidence. It may also be
noted that the arches surrounding the basins were not always positive features.
The Kankakee arch, for example, was a depocenter during Mt. Simon time
(Late Cambrian) only to become emergent during the Ordovician to separate the
Michigan and Illinois basins for the first time in the Paleozoic (Collinson,
Sargent,

& Jennings,

1988). As knowledge has

been gained about the

subsurface geology of the region from well data and geophysical studies it has
become apparent that the origin, nature, and location of basins and arches of
the eastern midcontinent is related to a number of possible contributing factors,
briefly summarized below.
DeRito, Cozzarelli, and Hodge (1983) applied a rheologic lithospheric
flexure model to intracratonic basin formation that calls for a deeply-rooted
uncompensated isostatic load in the upper lithosphere which initiates and
localizes subsidence. The uncompensated loads in the Michigan and Illinois
basins would correlate to mafic intrusives associated with Keweenawan and
Reelfoot

(Cambrian) rifting events respectively; or,

as suggested by Haxby,

Turcotte, and Bird (1976), the uncompensated mass beneath the Michigan basin
may be related to an eclogite phase transformation at the base of the crust in
response to intrusion of hot asthenospheric mantie rock. Nunn, Sleep, and
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Moore (1984) also postulate a thermal anomaly in the Michigan basin region
and thermal contraction and resultant lithospheric flexure initiated subsidence.
Shumaker (1986) and Klein and Hsui (1988) called upon precursory rifting as
the main factor in localizing and/or initiating sedimentary basins. Associated
with rifting was a resultant thermal subsidence and lithospheric stretching which
would have served to localize basinal areas. Kolata, Treworgy, Sargent, and
Nelson (1990) associated Reelfoot thermal activity with Illinois basin subsidence,
and Howell (1988) extended Reelfoot thermal activity as far north as the region
of the Michigan basin, and called upon it to initiate Michigan basin subsidence.
Some workers have stressed the importance of externally applied horizontal
stresses to basin formation but the degree to which such stresses effect basinal
development has been debated. Beaumont, Quinlan, and Hamilton (1988)
modeled basin and arch development in the eastern midcontinent as a direct
response to Appalachian tectonism whereas DeRito et al. (1983) stated that
basin subsidence may have been intermittently reactivated in response to these
stresses.
The proposed mechanisms for Michigan basin subsidence, either thermal
(Nunn et al., 1984), thermal metamorphic (Haxby et al., 1976), or mechanical
(DeRito et al., 1983; Beaumont et al., 1988), fail to adequately explain the
observed subsidence history of the basin. The subsidence of the Michigan basin
may be described as episodic, with periods of rapid, active subsidence and
intermittent periods of relative quiescence (Howell, 1988; Howell & van der
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Pluijm, 1990; Sloss, 1982) and cannot be explained by theoretical subsidence
curves that resemble an exponential decay curve. Howell and van der Pluijm
(1990) recognized four distinct subsidence episodes separated by periods when
subsidence nearly ceased. They also suggested that there is a decrease in
flexural strength of the lithosphere associated with each subsidence episode
which

is the result of horizontal stresses transmitted from

Appalachian

tectonism. Howell and van der Pluijm (1990) documented three components of
basin subsidence: thermal contraction related to a Cambrian rifting event
(Reelfoot), eastward flexural tilting towards the Appalachian basin (Figure 10),
and basin-centered subsidence which may be attributed to sinking of an
uncompensated mass (Keweenawan rift sequence) into a softened lower crust that
had been weakened by Appalachian tectonic stresses.
Externally applied stresses appear to have played an important role in
basin development. The importance of such stresses in the development of
intrabasin structures will be addressed in later sections.
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CHAPTER ID

MICHIGAN BASIN GEOLOGY

Geometry of the Michigan Basin

General Statement

The Michigan basin is a broad, semicircular depression bounded, in
general, by positive features as mapped on the Precambrian surface. The basin
is slightly elongate with its long axis trending SE-NW. The geometry of the
basin is defined by the configuration of the basement surface (Figure 11) which
displays some evidence of basement structure with substantial vertical relief. The
basement surface map is greatly simplified because most of the drill-hole data
are confined to the periphery of the basin and depth to basement ffom the
interior of the basin is derived primarily from geophysical determinations. The
basin assumed its present configuration, with the basin center in the Saginaw
Bay region, during the Middle Ordovician (462 Ma). Isopachs of Cambrian and
Lower Ordovician strata are indicative of a closed embayment with subsidence
occurring to the south (Nunn et al., 1984). The thickest Paleozoic section
drilled to date is in southeast Gladwin County where nearly 16,000 feet of
sedimentary rocks were penetrated. The Paleozoic stratigraphy of the basin
(Figure 12) is dominated by shallow water marine carbonates, with lesser
39
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Figure 11. Structure Contour Map on the Precambrian Basement Surface
Michigan (after Fisher et al., 1988).
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Figure 12. Generalized Stratigraphic Column for the Michigan Basin (from
Fisher et al., 1988).

amounts of shale, sandstones, and evaporites, and most units tend to thicken
towards the basin center.

Subsidence History of the Basin

The subsidence curve for the Michigan basin (Figure 13) shows the
episodic nature of basin subsidence throughout the Paleozoic, displaying periods
of rapid subsidence and those times of relatively slow or inactive subsidence.
The periods of increased subsidence rate roughly correspond to periods of peak
orogenic activity in the Appalachian region (Figure 13). This relationship
suggests that the transmission of horizontal stresses from far field orogenic
events has played an important role in basin subsidence as suggested by some
workers (e.g., Beaumont et. al., 1988; DeRito et al., 1983; Howell, 1988;
Howell & van der Pluijm, 1990; Quinlan & Beaumont, 1984).
The geometry of the basin, slightly elongated in a SE-NW direction,
may be the result of differential subsidence of the Precambrian provinces that
underlie the basin. Subsidence may have been facilitated by adjustment along
the overall SE-NW trending structural grain of Penokean basement. Hence, the
basin possesses a SE-NW orientation and Penokean rocks floor the deepest
portion of the basin. Platform areas exist above portions of the Central and
Grenville provinces, perhaps reflecting a more homogenous, isotropic character
of the basement in areas where subsidence was not easily accommodated due
to the nature of basement. This relationship has yet to be closely examined,
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but warrant further investigation.

Structures in the Phanerozoic Section of the
Michigan Basin

General Structural Style and Orientation

The structures in the Michigan basin, recognized primarily through
hydrocarbon exploration and production, possess a variety of orientations and
structural styles. Newcombe (1933) was one of the first to characterize the
variation in trend of basin structures. He recognized four general orientations:
(1) SE-NW trending anticlines located in the central and southeast portions of
the basin; (2) other N-S flexures primarily in the north-central part of the
basin, but also present in the south; (3) E-W trends which are localized along
the west side of the basin; and (4) some SW-NE structures in the southwest
and a few places in the Saginaw Bay region. The variation in orientation of
the structures may be seen by ex ^mining the Michigan oil and gas field map
(Figure 1) with the shaded areas of production generally coinciding with the
trends of the individual fields.
The most common structural style of the Michigan basin structures are
slightly asymmetrical plunging anticlines that commonly display irregularities
such as local domes or cross folds along their hinges (Newcombe, 1933). These
irregularities across anticlinal fold hinges have been attributed by some to
faulting resulting from shearing forces or wrench faulting (Prouty, 1983, 1990).
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The largest anticlinal structure in the Michigan basin is the Howell
anticline in Livingston County (Figure 1). The basement configuration map of
Michigan (Figure 11) reflects the location of this structure indicating that
basement faulting was the controlling mechanism on structural development. The
southwest flank of this segmented anticline has attained nearly 1000 feet of
vertical relief (Ells, 1962), by far the most significant amount of apparent
vertical displacement recognized in the Michigan basin to date.
Another structural style, which is not as prevalent across the basin but
is important from the standpoint of prolific oil production, is fractured and
dolomitized reservoirs which may have an overall synformal expression, or may
be present along the flanks of anticlines. These reservoirs are developed in the
Trenton and Dundee limestones and are defined by areas of very porous
dolomite in sharp contact with surrounding, less porous, limestone. Ells (1969)
attributed this type of porosity distribution to dolomitized fractures along fault
zones.
The Walker oil field located in Ottawa and Kent Counties (Figure 1) is
a large dome-like structure with major production coming from the Traverse
limestone. The origin of this structure has been attributed to draping of the
Traverse over the leached Salina A-2 and B salt edges. The dissolution of salts,
and differential compaction of units over the dissolved evaporites, has been
suggested to have modified certain structures (e.g., Ells, 1969; Paris, 1977;
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Prouty, 1989). The flow and doming of salts is not considered to be important
in the Michigan basin from the standpoint of structural development due solely
to salt movement.

lim ing of Structural Development

The development of Michigan basin structures appears to have spanned
most of the Paleozoic. Ells (1962), referring to the Albion-Scipio structure,
stated that the deformation appears to have begun in post-Middle Ordovician
and continued intermittently at least into the Mississippian. Cohee and Landes
(1958) also called for intermittent folding throughout the Paleozoic and
suggested that major folding occurred during the Late Mississippian. Fisher
(1981) demonstrated that the Lucas-Monroe monocline (Figure 2) was emergent
during Utica (Late Ordovician) deposition, and also stated that other structures
in the basin were developed throughout the Paleozoic. Whitten and Beckman
(1969), examining folds in the north-central basin, demonstrated how structures
have influenced later deposition, with thicknesses of certain units being affected
by the underlying, emergent structures. Their work showed that the SE-NW
folds in the central basin were present during Traverse Group (Middle
Devonian) deposition.

Isopach studies provide the foundation for timing

structural development and detailed isopach studies for structures across the
basin—in particular older, deep intervals—would prove to be valuable in
evaluating the timing and growth of Michigan basin structures.
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Temporal Correlation of Structures With Basin Subsidence, aad_Qtogenic Events

Michigan basin structures evolved through the Paleozoic with episodes
of structural growth and intervening periods of structural inactivity, a pattern
similar to that of episodic basin subsidence. This suggests that the cause(s) of
basin subsidence may have also influenced the development of structures in the
basin. Although the timing of structural development in the Michigan basin is
not completely constrained, the episodic nature of structural growth is indicative
of a response to episodic tectonic events. The reported Late Ordovician genesis
of certain structures is correlative in age with the first large scale Appalachian
tectonic events (Penobscot and Taconic orogenies), as well as with the time
when the basin began to attain its present configuration. This suggests that
stresses transmitted from the Appalachian orogen may have initiated structural
growth and basin subsidence in Michigan. Structural development may have
continued intermittently throughout the Paleozoic in response to stresses related
to other phases of the Appalachian orogen, which at the same time appear to
have influenced basin subsidence based on the reasonable temporal correlation
between rapid subsidence (tectonic) rates and major orogens (Figure 13).
A method to quantify the direction and magnitude of these purported
stresses in Michigan is required in order to determine if the relationship
between basin

subsidence,

structural evolution,

and

the transmission

of

Appalachian stresses is valid. A sensitive and accurate means of strain analysis
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that has been applied in this study will be discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

CALCITE TWIN-STRAIN AND FRACTURE ANALYSIS

Calcite Twin-Strain Analysis

General Statement

Examination of outcrops in Michigan does not readily reveal any
indication of deformation that is related to subsidence or to the transmission of
far field stresses responsible for subsidence. Few macroscopic strain indicators-such as folds, faults, or deformed fossils—or microscopic strain indicators such
as deformed oolites, have been observed or reported from outcrops of Paleozoic
rocks. With the relatively low strains that have presumably affected the
Michigan basin, objects such as fossils are not visibly altered. Therefore, in
order to gauge the shortening strains that have been postulated to have
influenced basin subsidence and structural development, an alternative and
sensitive strain indicator is required.
Turner (1953) developed a technique of applying the orientation of calcite
twin lamellae to determine the axes of compressive stress responsible for
twinning in an individual calcite grain. Groshong (1972) further modified the
calcite twin analysis by developing a least-squares strain gauge technique which
allowed the determination of the magnitude of strain a limestone sample has
49
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undergone as well as the orientation of the principal strain axes. It has been
demonstrated that calcite twins represent an early deformational fabric which
may be used to determine the initial stress and strain configuration related to
a deformational event (e.g., Ballard & Wiltschko, 1983; Craddock & Wiltschko,
1983; Craddock & van der Pluijm, 1989). This early fabric is preserved by
strain

hardening

and

is

not

altered,

but

simply

overprinted,

by

later

deformational events. Studies of the application of the calcite strain gauge
technique, in a variety of deformational and experimental settings (Ballard &
Wiltschko, 1983; Craddock & Wiltschko, 1983; Craddock & van der Pluijm,
1989; Groshong, 1975; Spang, Walcott, & Serra, 1981; Teufel, 1980), have
proved useful in interpreting the strain histories of mildly deformed carbonate
rocks. These studies have also shown that the mean compression axes are
generally parallel to both the inferred direction of tectonic transport and
sedimentary layering. Determination of the maximum principal shortening strain
axis (el) is accurate to within 6° to 8° (Groshong, Teufel, & Gastinger, 1984).
The technique can also be used to separate superposed strain events with
reasonable certainty (Teufel, 1980).
Strain recorded by calcite twinning in carbonate rocks of the cratonic
interior is indicative of regional stress configurations as these sites are far
removed from large scale deformational features (Craddock & van der Pluijm,
1989). Therefore, results from calcite twin-strain analyses may place constraints
on developmental models for structures in regions such as the Michigan basin
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that formed in response to these regional stresses.

Methods

Oriented samples of coarse-grained limestone were collected from
exposures across the basin for the analysis. The sampling locations were
dictated by the limited exposures around the basin, primarily from quarries and
limited outcrops along the Lake Huron and Michigan shoreline. Samples used
in this study are from the Middle Devonian Dundee Limestone, formations of
the Middle Devonian Traverse Group, and the Late Mississippian Bayport
Limestone (Figure 12). From mutually perpendicular thin sections cut from the
samples, the orientation of the twin (e) planes and the bearings of the c-axes
were measured for an average of 89 calcite grains per sample utilizing a fouraxis universal stage microscope. These data were then entered into a computer
program written by Sandy Ballard (The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor)
and later modified by Barry McBride and Paul Genovese (Western Michigan
University). The program calculates the two possible c-axis plunges associated
with the entered data. These two possibilities were then checked on the
microscope by orienting the grain such that the c-axis was presumably
horizontal based on the plunge values calculated by the computer program, and
the correct c-axis plunge orientation was the one that yielded grain extinction
when tilted about the c-axis orientation. Often it was difficult to discern the
correct c-axis orientation as both plunge values gave rise to apparent extinction
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as the grain was tilted. When this uncertainty existed, the "best looking" value
was chosen and entered into the data file, and those grains with questionable
c-axis plunges were tallied on a separate list to be used for later analysis. The
orientation of the e plane and c-axis, the number and average thickness of
microtwins for the grain, and the total grain thickness measured perpendicular
to the twins, were determined according to the Groshong (1972) algorithm and
entered into the c-plunge program.
Once the data entry was complete for a sample, the data was run
through the program G-TEST (1987) written by R.H Groshong Jr. (University
of Alabama, Tuscaloosa) and later modified to a contouring version by D.V.
Wiltschko (Texas A & M, College Station) and Jeff Schuhknecht (Western
Michigan University Academic Computer Center). The program G-TEST (1987)
calculates the least-squares best-fit strain ellipsoid for the input data and
performs an error analysis on the principal strain axes of the ellipse and on
each individual grain. The program also generates lower hemisphere projections
of contoured compression axes. After the initial run through G-TEST (1987),
the bulk data set was cleaned by first removing the 10% of the grains that
possessed the largest differences between the measured and calculated values of
shear strain. The program G-TEST (1987) calculates an expected value of shear
strain for each individual grain measured based on its orientation with respect
to the dimensions of the least-squares best-fit strain ellipsoid. Grains with the
largest (absolute value) deviation between the measured and expected value of
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strain may result from mismeasurement, or multiple or inhomogeneous strain
events and are considered to be noise (Groshong, 1974). The cleaned data were
run through the program again and the standard error in the strain components
always dropped after the second run.
Next, the negative expected values were examined. Negative expected
values (NEVs) represent those grains where the measured sense of shear is
opposite to the sense of shear calculated for the grain given its orientation with
respect to the computed bulk strain. Like the largest deviations between
measured and calculated shear strain, a NEV may result from mismeasurement,
local inhomogeneous strain, or it may be indicative of superposed strain from
two or more deformation events. To explore the first possibility for the
occurrence of NEVs, mismeasurement, those grains which were noted to have
questionable c-axis plunges were assigned the other possible plunge value. The
edited data were again run through G-TEST (1987) and the resultant changes
in the NEVs were noted. Those grains which retained the negative sense of
shear with the alternate plunge value were taken to be true NEVs, possibly
resulting from inhomogeneous strain or multiple strain events. These grains were
reassigned with the initial chosen value for the c-axis plunge to be used for
later interpretation. Those grains which changed from negative to p o sitiv e
expected values with the new c-axis designation were then included in the
positive expected value subset, with the assumption that the initial choice of the
c-axis plunge was erroneous.
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Results

Equal area projections of the contoured compression axes for the initial
cleaned data give an indication of both bedding parallel and bedding normal
compression (Figure 14; Table 1; Appendix B). Bedding was essentially
horizontal at each sample locality and not plotted on the stereonets. Samples
ATGA1,

PPTB1, RCD1,

and PTG3

all

display

the

bedding parallel

compression, with the orientation of mean compression ranging from SE-NW
and ESE-WNW to E-W. The other samples, BBP1 and SQD2, show a strong
component of bedding normal compression axes.
The girdling of the contoured data, specifically from samples RCD1,
PTG3, and SQD2, give an indication of two components of compression.
Therefore, the data was separated according to high and low angle compression
axes, with the boundary between the two subsets arbitrarily chosen to be 35°.
The high angle compression axes (Figure 15; Table 2; Appendix B) give a
strong indication of bedding normal compression at each sample location.
The

contoured

densities

that

evolve

by

plotting

the

low

angle

compression axes (Figure 16; Table 3; Appendix B) reveal a bedding parallel
component of compression from each sample location. The orientation of the
mean compression from the low angle compression axes, similar to the total
data set, ranges from SE-NW to ESE-WNW (samples ATGA1, PPTB1, SQD2,
and BBP1) to nearly E-W (samples RCD1 and PTG3).
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Figure 14. Lower Hemisphere, Equal Area Projections of
Compression Axes for the Calcite Twin Analysis Total Data Sets.

Contoured

Contours represent standard deviations above a random distribution (after the
method of Kamb, 1959).
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Table 1
Summary of Calcite Twin-Strain Analysis Results,
Total Data
G-TEST Results

Error
(%)

el
(%)

RCD1

49

33

0.28

-0.80

PTG3

86

27

0.12

-0.67

102°

ATGA1

86

31

0.04

-0.09

170°

PPTB1

88

9

0.07

-0.40

110°

SQD2

86

43

0.13

-0.14

196° (65°)

BBP1

84

12

0.12

-0.90

3° (89°)

NEV
(%)

el Trend
(Plunge)

00

Sample

No. of
Grains
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Figure 15. Lower Hemisphere, Equal Area Projections of Contoured
Compression Axes for the Calcite Twin Analysis High Angle Data Sets.
Contours represent standard deviations above a random distribution (after the
method of Kamb, 1959).
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Table 2
Summary of Calcite Twin-Strain Analysis Results,
High Angle Data
G-TEST Results

Sample

No. of
Grains

NEV
(%)

Error
(%)

el
(%)

el Trend
(Plunge)

RCDI

22

18

0.42

-0.99

217° (88°)

PTG3

35

14

0.26

-0.67

291° (83°)

ATGA1

22

5

0.07

-0.37

281° (77°)

PPTB1

14

0

0.25

-1.32

312° (44°)

SQD2

39

5

0.09

-0.76

210° (88*)

BBP1

65

2

0.12

-0.93

46° (83°)
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COMPRESSION AXES
LOW A N G L E DATA
N

n

RCDI

ATGAI
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n=64
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n*5l
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7

9
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Figure 16. Lower Hemisphere, Equal Area Projections of Contoured
Compression Axes for the Calcite Twin Analysis Low Angle Data Sets.
Contours represent standard deviations above a random distribution (after the
method of Kamb, 1959).
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Table 3
Summary of Calcite Twin-Strain Analysis Results,
Low Angle Data
G-TEST Results

NEV
(%)

Error
(%)

el
(%)

Sample

No. of
Grains

el Trend
(Plunge)

RCDI

27

0

0.28

-0.99

146°

PTG3

51

2

0.09

-0.64

91°

ATGA1

64

11

0.03

-0.16

37°

PPTB1

74

4

0.06

-0.30

76°

SQD2

47

23

0.16

-0.59

147°

BBP1

19

37

0.39

-0.90

147°
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The separation of the compression axes into high and low angle
components produced results which were consistent with other calcite twin
analysis studies from the region (Craddock & van der Pluijm, 1989; Craddock,
Jackson, van der Pluijm, & Versical, in press). However, in an attempt to
find a less arbitrary and more statistically valid method of separating the data,
the positive and negative expected values were reexamined. The positive
expected values (PEVs) display the mean direction of compression to be parallel
to bedding for all samples except for BBP1 and SQD2 (Figure 17; Table 4;
Appendix B). The PEVs gave rise to low nominal errors (Groshong et al.,
1984) of the strain components for each sample, with the errors in all cases
being lower than or equal to the nominal error for the total data sets (Tables
1 and 4; Appendix B). The low error percentage suggests that the PEVs are
a very reliable means of separating and presenting the data.
Unlike the other separation techniques, the NEVs do not show any
consistent patterns of contoured densities between each of the samples (Figure
18; Appendix B).

Most samples give an indication of bedding normal

compression, but a component of bedding parallel compression is also present
(Figure 18; Table 5; Appendix B). The contour patterns range ffom solely
bedding parallel compression with sample BBP1 to nearly bedding normal with
sample SQD2, the other samples have both bedding normal and bedding parallel
compression axes. The NEVs represent the smallest percentage of the total data
set, excluding sample ATGA1 where there are fewer high angle compression
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P O S IT IV E E X P E C T E D VALUES

RCDI

ATGAI
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BBPI
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STANDARD DEVIATIONS (%)
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7

©

©

9
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n*76

8QD2
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Figure 17. Lower Hemisphere, Equal Area Projections of Contoured
Compression Axes for the Calcite Twin Analysis Positive Expected Values
(PEVs).
Contours represent standard deviations above a random distribution (after the
method of Kamb, 1959).
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Table 4
Summary of Calcite Twin-Strain Analysis Results,
Positive Expected Values
G-TEST Results

Error
(%)

el
(%)

el Trend
(Plunge)

RCDI

31

-

0.25

-1.68

PTG3

58

-

0.09

-0.83

90°

ATGAI

57

-

0.04

-0.18

164°

PPTB1

76

-

0.07

-0.44

73°

SQD2

47

-

0.12

-0.87

175° (3(f)

BBP1

71

-

0.11

-0.95

54° (85°)

o

NEV
(%)

OO

Sample

No. of
Grains
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COMPRESSION AXES
NEGA TIVE EXPECTED VALUES
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PPTBI

BBP I
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n*39
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Figure 18. Lower Hemisphere, Equal Area Projections of Contoured
Compression Axes for the Caicite Twin Analysis Negative Expected Values
(NEVs).
Contours represent standard deviations above a random distribution (after the
method of Kamb, 1959).
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Table 5
Summary of Calcite Twin-Strain Analysis Results,
Negative Expectected Values
G-TEST Results

Sample

No. of
Grains

NEV
(%)

Error
(%)

el
(%)

el Trend
(Plunge)

18

-

0.38

-0.87

357° (65°)

PTG3

28

-

0.16

-0.59

163° (65°)

ATGAI

29

-

0.04

PPTB1

12

-

0.13

-1.43

157* (500

SQD2

39

-

0.09

-0.73

325° (55*)

BBP1

13

-

0.27

-1.83

8°

i
©

RCDI

108° (61°)
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axes than NEVs (Tables 1 through 5; Appendix B).

Interpretation
When examining all of the contoured diagrams (Figures 14, 15, 16, 17,
and 18), the most consistent pattern that is apparent are concentrations of
bedding parallel compression axes. This relationship is most applicable to the
northern Michigan basin samples (ATGAI, PPTB1, RCDI, PTG3). The lowest
nominal errors are associated with either the low angle or PEVs analyses
(Tables 1 through 5; Appendix B) which suggests that these methods are the
most reliable for interpreting the strain histories of these samples. The low
angle and PEV data (Figures 16 and 17) give the strongest indication of
bedding parallel compression. The orientation of the mean compression and
maximum shortening strains (el), are perpendicular to the Appalachian front east
and southeast of the Michigan basin (Figure 19). This relationship suggests that
Appalachian tectonic events have shortened Paleozoic rocks of the Michigan
basin, as well as the entire eastern midcontinent region (Craddock & van der
Pluijm, 1989; Craddock et al., in press). Craddock et al. (in press) have also
found that bedding-parallel shortening fabrics, indicated by calcite twinning, are
preserved in the extended footwall of the Appalachian fold and thrust belt as
far as 1000 km from the tectonic front, which shows that the Michigan basin
may not have been too far away to have been affected by Appalachian
tectonics. The average value of maximum shortening strain (el) for the low
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Figure 19. Direction and Magnitude of Bedding Parallel Calcite Twinning
Strains for the Eastern Midcontinent Region (from Craddock et al., in press).
The calcite twin analyses are from Paleozoic limestones and all strains are
sub-parallel to bedding.
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angle data is -0.60% (Table 3). On a regional scale this value of shortening
is approximately 2 miles (1.2 km) in the Paleozoic limestones of Michigan over
the roughly 400 mile (240 km) width of the basin.
The high angle data show a strong component of bedding normal
compression (Figure 15). These data are a small percentage of the total set and
nominal errors are quite large when compared to the other separation techniques
(Tables 1 through 5; Appendix B). The "bull’s eye" patterns shown by the
high angle contours (Figure 15; Appendix B) indicate vertical compression and
may be the result of sedimentary loading in an intracratonic basin setting, basin
subsidence, or to the influence of the Pleistocene ice sheets that covered the
region. However, Craddock and van der Pluijm (1989) did not find any
relationship between the extent of Pleistocene ice cover across the eastern
midcontinent and the shortening strains derived from the calcite twin analysis.
Although the northern Michigan basin samples provide a consistent
representation of the calcite data, the southern Michigan samples do not. Sample
BBP1 differs from all of the others in that the total data set (Figure 14) gives
no indication of bedding parallel compression. The anomalous fabric of sample
BBP1 is most likely due to the fact that the calcite selected for analysis in this
sample was a vein filling, as the remainder of the rock was too fine grained
to observe calcite twinning. Some problems that exist with analyzing vein rather
than the host rock are the question of age of the vein fill, possible preferred
orientations of c-axes within the vein which may tend to skew the results, and
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independent stress fields within the fractures which differ significantly from the
regional. The orientation of the fracture from which the calcite was analyzed
is 142°, 90°, parallel to the direction of maximum shortening strain derived
from the low angle data. An interpretation of the strain history of sample
BBP1 is as follows: late precipitation (prior to the Permian) of calcite in the
fracture which was slightly influenced by bedding normal compression during
the latter stages of Appalachian orogenesis indicated by the low angle
compression axes. The dominant strain event that affected this sample was due
to bedding normal compression associated with sedimentary loading and/or basin
subsidence shown by the total data set, high angle data, and PEVs. The NEVs
record a fracture normal compression, which may represent closing of the
fracture associated with the contemporary compressive stress field (Figure 20).
Sample SQD2 also displays anomalous results when compared to the
northern Michigan basin samples. The low angle data are consistent with the
other samples as they show bedding parallel compression in a SE-NW direction.
The PEVs differ significantly from the northern Michigan basin samples as the
mean direction of compression is oblique to bedding with the maximum
shortening strain oriented 175°, 30°. This sample may have been taken from
a slumped and rotated block because it was recovered from a covered exposure
at the top of a quarry wall where bedding was difficult to discern in both
outcrop and hand sample. The unique results from this location may be related
to problems with orienting the sample properly, or it may represent a regional
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Figure 20. Orientation of the Contemporary Maximum Horizontal Compressive
Stress Field for the Northeastern United States (after Engelder, 1982).
The azimuths represent data from fault plane solutions,
hydraulic fracture methods.
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and

fabric. Efforts to find another suitable sample for the calcite twin analysis in
this area failed because of the limited exposures and high percentage of
dolomitic rocks in the section.
The NEVs are also inconsistent from location to location. The only
consistency with the NEVs data is the overall N-S girdling of the contoured
data for the northern Michigan basin samples, except for sample ATGAI which
has a NE-SW girdle (Figure 18). The origin of the NEVs and the associated
contour diagram patterns may be a combination of local inhomogeneous strain
and/or mismeasurement giving rise to the apparent bedding parallel compression,
with basin subsidence and/or loading providing the bedding normal component
of compression.
A peculiar relationship exists between the orientation of the maximum
shortening strains (el) and the maximum concentrations of compression axes for
some northern Michigan basin samples (ATGAI, PPTB1, and RCDI). The trend
of el varies greatly among all the data, the low angle data, and the PEV data
even though the contoured densities remain relatively consistent (Tables 1, 3,
and 4; Figures 14, 16, and 17). A feature common to all of the samples is
the fact that the value for the intermediate principal strain (e2) is negative
(although of small magnitude) when the

trend of el

deviates from its

anticipated orientation based on the contoured densities. This is the case for the
two Alpena samples,

ATGAI

and PPTB1,

where the

deviations in el

orientation from the contoured densities are greatest and a negative el and e2
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are common to all of the separation techniques. The signs of el and e2 for
sample RCDI are both negative for only the low angle data set.
The variation in el trend for the Alpena samples (Tables 1, 3, and 4;
Appendix B) may be due to superposed deformations as there exists small
concentrations of compression axes which indicate ENE-WSW horizontal
compression (Figures 14, 16, and 17) as opposed to the major SE-NW to ESEWNW

concentrations.

This

ENE-WSW

compression

is

parallel

to

the

contemporary compressive stress orientation (Figure 20) and the calcite twinning
may be influenced by this event. The various el trends for sample RCDI
(Tables 1, 3, and 4; Appendix B) may represent an E-W and SE-NW
compression, not related to the contemporary compressive stress field, with the
angular difference between the two strain events being relatively small. Teufel
(1980) documented that the angular difference between the experimental and
calculated maximum compressive strain axes is as much as 38° for perpendicular
superposed deformations. The difference between calculated and anticipated
shortening directions for the northern Michigan basin samples may be related
to a similar phenomena, where the difference between the azimuths of
superposed compression ranges from nearly 55° (sample RCDI el trends of 146°
and 87°) to greater than 90° (sample ATGAI el trends of 37° and 164°).
The calcite twin analysis employed in this study represents the first
attempt to quantify the shortening strains that have been operative across the
Michigan basin. The calcite data from the northern Michigan basin provide the
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most consistent results and give evidence that the regional stresses were oriented
and that they may be related to Appalachian orogenesis. The timing of
development of this shortening fabric and the way these stresses were
manifested in the Michigan basin will be addressed in a following section
concerning the temporal and spatial correlation between calcite twinning and
regional tectonics.

Fracture Analysis

Several studies have considered the fracture patterns, or joint sets, across
the Michigan basin (e.g., Holst, 1982; Holst & Foote, 1981; Prouty, 1983,
1989). In this study, the orientation of vertical fractures were measured from
certain localities where samples for the calcite twin analysis were obtained (or
searched for) that were not covered in previous investigations. As many
fractures as possible were measured from quarry exposures from at least two
faces with different orientations. The fracture patterns recognized from the sites
covered in this study are typical of those patterns encountered across the state
(Figure 21). Four dominant fracture sets have been recognized in Michigan,
SE-NW, NE-SW, E-W, and N-S with the latter two trends having the least
representation.
The origins of these various joint sets have been interpreted in several
ways. Holst (1982) attributed the NE-SW joint set to the contemporary
compressive stress field (Figure 20) suggesting they are extension fractures
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Figure 21. Fracture Orientations From Across the Michigan Basin.
Sources: (H) = Holst and Foote, 1981; (P) = Prouty, 1989; (T) = this
study. For this study (T), n = the number of fractures measured at each
locality.
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related to the present day stress configuration. Engelder (1982) also attributed
this NE-SW joint set in Michigan, and elsewhere in the eastern midcontinent
region, to the contemporary stress field. Holst (1982) and Holst and Foote
(1981) suggested that the other prevalent (SE-NW) joint set may be genetically
related to folding in Michigan as this set parallels the majority of structural
trends in the basin. They referred to this set as be or longitudinal joints related
to folding. Caution should be used when ascribing kinematic axes (be) to
relatively undeformed rocks, as the fracture data comes primarily from rocks
far removed from any major structures and the effects of extension related to
folding would probably not be a factor in the development of these fractures.
Prouty (1983,1989) attributed the joint sets of all orientations to a model
involving shearing forces, or wrench tectonics, that affected the Michigan basin
throughout much of the Paleozoic. According to this model, these are the same
forces that developed the large scale, hydrocarbon-bearing fold structures in the
basin.
The E-W and SE-NW joint sets from the northern Michigan basin area
appear to have a correlation with the calcite data from the region. With the
direction and magnitude of shortening strains in this region well documented
by calcite twin analysis, it is possible that these joint sets are extension
fractures related to the stress fields that existed during the time of calcite
twinning and are related to Appalachian orogenesis (Versical, 1990a, 1990b).
The NE-SW joint set may be related to the contemporary stress field as
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reported by some workers (Engelder, 1982; Holst, 1982, Holst & Foote, 1981).
The origin of the N-S joint set cannot be adequately explained; however, the
NEV data from the northern Michigan basin provided some indication of a
horizontal N-S compression. The origin of this last joint set and the NEV
fabric may be genetically related, and may provide a record of an unrecognized
compressive event that affected the region.

Temporal and Spatial Correlation Between Calcite Data,
Fracture Data, and Regional Tectonics

The correlation between the calcite data and fracture patterns in the
northern Michigan basin seems apparent, as these fabrics are probably both
related to the same horizontal compression, but the timing of the formation of
these fabrics remains undocumented. As previously mentioned, calcite twinning
can record several periods of deformation and the earliest strain event is usually
preserved. Craddock and van der Pluijm (1989) have dismissed causes for
calcite twinning such as sample preparation, sample location problems (e.g.,
roadcuts with dynamite), glacial overburden, and the Triassic opening of the
Atlantic and attributed the ultimate cause of twinning across the eastern
midcontinent to the transmission of horizontal orogenic stresses from the
Appalachians and Ouachitas. By this reasoning, the calcite twin analysis results
from the Michigan basin may be related to Appalachian tectonic events to the
east and southeast of the basin, with perhaps some influence from sedimentary
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loading, basin subsidence, and the contemporary compressive stress field.
For most calcite twin analyses from the eastern midcontinent (except for
two Ohio samples) the direction of maximum shortening strain is perpendicular
to the Appalachian and Ouachita tectonic fronts (Figure 19), and the magnitudes
of shortening strain decrease exponentially away from the orogenic belts
(Craddock & van der Pluijm, 1989; Craddock et al., in press). Of particular
interest is the position of the Michigan basin with respect to the position of
the Appalachian front to the east of the basin (Figure 19). It appears that the
extreme southern portion of the basin was not affected by an E-W compression
associated with the N-S segment of die Appalachian front trending through New
York. This observation seems to agree with the calcite data and fracture
patterns. Only the northern Michigan basin calcite samples provide any definite
indication of an E-W compression (Figures 14, 16,and 17), and the E-W joint
set which is present to the north is absent at the southernmost locality (Figure
21). Evidence for a more ESE-WNW compression affecting the entire basin is
present in both the calcite data and fracture data (Figures 16 and 21).
The relationship between nearly E-W and a more SE-NW compression
for the northern Michigan basin appears to be age related. The oldest samples
(RCDI and PTG3) both indicate nearly E-W compression whereas younger
samples (ATGAI) are indicative of a SE-NW compression and (PPTB1) a
return to nearly E-W compression (Figure 22). The older samples presumably
are recording the stress configurations that existed early in their lithification
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history related to pre-Acadian orogenesis (Figure 13). These orogenic events
were focused along the N-S segment of the Appalachian front. Sample ATGAI
shows a marked change in the direction of maximum shortening that coincides
with the initiation of the Acadian orogeny (Figure 13) focused along the
Appalachian front to the southeast of the basin. This SE-NW compression is
also documented by the southern Michigan fabric data. Sample PPTB1 and the
fracture patterns in Mississippian rocks of the Saginaw Bay region (Figure 21)
give an indication of a return to ESE-WNW to E-W compression suggesting
that the influence of SE-NW compression in the northern Michigan basin region
only occupied a limited time span through the Middle Devonian.
The calcite and fracture data appear to give an indication of at least two
Paleozoic compressive events that affected the Michigan basin: an early ESEWNW to E-W event and a later SE-NW event, with perhaps a return to ESEWNW

to

E-W

compression

(Figure

23).

The

documentation

of these

compressive events that were operative from at least the Early Devonian
through Late Mississippian, but probably spanned most of the Paleozoic
coinciding with the duration of Appalachian orogenesis (Figure 13), can be
useful in deciphering the deformational histories for structures in the Michigan
basin. The relationship between this inferred shortening direction and structural
geometries observed across the basin will be examined in the following chapter.
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Figure 23. The Influence of Different Segments of the Appalachian Front
Which Provided Varying Directions of Compression That Affected the Michigan
Basin Region.
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CHAPTER V

SYNTHESIS OF INDIVIDUAL MICHIGAN BASIN STRUCTURES

Introduction

The calcite twin-strain analysis discussed in the previous chapter provides
evidence for the directions and magnitudes of shortening strains that affected
the Michigan basin through at least the latter part of the Paleozoic era. The
amount of shortening documented in the Paleozoic section must also be
accounted for in basement as there is no evidence for a regional detachment
surface at the basement/sedimentary rock interface, and it is likely that the
stresses were also transmitted through mechanical basement. The relatively low
strains that have affected the basin are too small to have been associated with
folding of the basement. It also seems likely that the stresses associated with
these small strains would not have been large enough to have formed new
basement faults. However, basement might have accommodated the regional
shortening by recurrent movement along preexisting lines of weakness formed
during Precambrian orogenesis. Deformation in the overlying Phanerozoic section
would then have taken place in response to basement adjustment.
This chapter will examine the structure of various Michigan basin oil and
gas fields and their relationship to the inferred direction of compression as
81
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derived from the calcite twin-strain analysis. It will also address, in each case,
the possible nature of basement deformation and control of that deformation by
earlier structures.
The Albion-Scipio, Stoney Point, West Branch, Clayton, Deerfield, and
Northville Fields, and the Howell anticline (Figure 2), are structures considered
in this study. These structures, or pairs of structures, were chosen because each
is located above a different Precambrian province and the possibility of different
structural styles associated with different basement provinces could be examined.
Also, there is abundant well data for each of these fields so that the structural
style of these fields could be constrained with reasonable certainty.

The Albion-Scipio and Stoney Point Fields

The Albion-Scipio field is the largest aerially,

and most prolific

hydrocarbon producer in the Michigan basin. This field and the nearby Stoney
Point field, which has a similar structural style and the same reservoir
characteristics, are located above basement of the Central province in Hillsdale,
Jackson, and Calhoun Counties, Michigan (Figure 24). Production from these
two fields is confined to narrow fractured and dolomitized zones within the
Trenton and Black River Groups.
A number of theories concerning the origin of these fields has been
advanced (e.g., Ells, 1962; Harding, 1974; Merritt, 1969; Prouty, 1983; Shaw,
1975); each of them invoke deformation above basement faulting. However, the
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Figure 24. Location of the Albion-Scipio and Stoney Point Fields.
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theories differ with respect to the nature of displacement along the proposed
basement fault and the resultant deformation in the overlying Paleozoic section.

Structural Geometry

On a regional scale, the Albion-Scipio and Stoney Point Fields appear
as a depression in the gently dipping rocks of the southern Michigan basin.
The more detailed structural geometry of a portion of the Albion-Scipio field
(Figure 25) is representative of the structure of both fields as a whole. A
series of en echelon synforms separated by small antiforms are present along
the lengths of each field. These synforms are coincident with the areas of
fracturing and dolomitization that form the reservoir zones in the locally tight
limestones of the Trenton and Black River intervals (Ells, 1962; Hurley &
Budros, 1990).
The en echelon arrangement of the antiforms and synforms along the
lengths of these fields has led some workers (e.g., Ells, 1962; Harding, 1974)
to propose a strike-slip origin for the structures because the en echelon
arrangement of folds suggests a wrench-fault tectonics model may be applicable.
However, the orientation of the antiforms which separate adjacent synforms in
the fields differ from the anticipated orientation of the wrenching model (Figure
26) and warrants an alternative explanation. Harding (1974) suggested that leftlateral strike-slip on an underlying basement fault, with an oblique divergent
component would have enhanced the extensional effects capable of opening
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Figure 25. Structure Contour Map of a Portion of the Albion-Scipio Field
Showing the En Echelon Arrangement of Synforms and Antiforms That are
Characteristic of the Field (after Ells, 1962).
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fractures and contributing to the synformal expression of the fields. Cavern
collapse and the volume loss associated with the dolomitization process (Burgess,
1960) are other processes that have been proposed to have produced the overall
synformal nature of the fields.

Gravity Data

The regional

Bouger gravity map,

constructed from the National

Geophysical Data Center (1988) data base, from the vicinity of the AlbionScipio and Stoney Point fields (Figure 27) shows that the two fields, in
general, parallel the regional gradient. However, the regional gradient is
disrupted in the vicinity of the fields. The steep, northwest trending gravity
gradient flattens near the fields, and the gradient assumes a more east-westerly
trend to the east of the fields. The Bouger gravity maps from Merritt (1969)
show this change to be much more pronounced. Merritt (1969) concluded that
a basement fault-line scarp in the region, with perhaps as much as 800 feet
of vertical relief, would be capable of producing the observed anomaly pattern.
He suggested that reactivation of this basement fault during the Paleozoic may
have produced the necessary conditions for reservoir development. Known
structural and stradgraphic patterns in the region do not show an indication of
a basement feature with the magnitude of offset that Merritt proposed. The
Bouger map does not appear to provide unequivocal evidence for strike-slip
faulting in basement trends.
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Figure 27. Bouger Gravity Map of the Albion-Scipio and Stoney Point Region.
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Magnetic Data

The residual ground magnetic map of Hoin (1983) (Figure 28) shows
that a large negative anomaly is offset in a left hand sense across the trend
of the Albion-Scipio field. This same anomaly also appears to be slightly
offset, in the same sense, across the trend of the Stoney Point field. Hoin
(1983) attributed the offset of this anomaly to a basement fault beneath the
Albion-Scipio field with a total left-lateral displacement on the fault as much
as 2.5 miles. A similar basement fault, with less displacement, may exist
beneath the Stoney Point field as the negative anomaly is slightly offset beneath
this trend also. The overall northeast-southwest gradient in the vicinity of the
Albion-Scipio and Stoney Point fields is disrupted, with the gradient being
deflected in the same direction as the apparent offset for the large negative
anomaly. Hoin (1983) suggested that this change in character of the gradient
across the trend may represent a basement lithologic boundary, a zone of
weakness which could have experienced motion when subjected to later orogenic
stresses. The majority of the postulated displacement along this zone of
weakness occurred during the Precambrian because the structure developed above
the fault does not reflect 2.5 miles of basement displacement.

Further

reactivation of the basement fault during the Paleozoic, with significantly less
than the total (2.5 mile) displacement, disrupted the cover and created the
structure of the Albion-Scipio field.
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Model of Structural Development

The magnetic data, and the overall structural style of the Albion-Scipio
and Stoney Point fields, suggest that these structures were formed in response
to left-lateral strike-slip motion on underlying basement faults. The fabric data
from the region (Figure 29) substantiate left-lateral strike-slip. Assuming that
the trends of the basement faults in the region roughly parallels the overlying
fields, the SE-NW compression indicated by the calcite and fracture data could
have induced this sense o f motion on the basement fault. The mean direction
of compression indicated by the calcite data (130°) is at a small angle to the
orientation of the inferred basement fault (150°).
A model for deformation above a basement displacement zone adapted
from Sylvester (1988) (Figure 30) is as follows: as displacement occurs Riedel
(R) shears are formed in the overlying section. The R shears are typically at
angles (0/2) of 15° to 20° to the basement fault. Second formed Riedel (R’)
shears may also result, typically forming at angles of 60° to 75° to the
basement fault. Also, the axes of compression and tension set up by the shear
couple would be capable of producing folds and extension fractures with the
orientations shown in Figure 30.
Comparison of the synform trends in the Albion-Scipio field with respect
to the field as a whole, and the inferred orientation of the basement fault
(Figure 31), reveals that the synforms occupy the positions where one would
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Figure 29. Fabric Elements Within Paleozoic Rocks in the Vicinity of the
Albion-Scipio and Stoney Point Fields.
Refer to Figures 14 through 17 and Figure 21 for details concerning the calcite
data and fracture data.
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Figure 30. Riedel Model of Left Simple Shear and the Orientation of Structures
Associated With Deformation Above a Principal Displacement Zone (PDZ) with
Left-Lateral Offset (after Sylvester, 1988).
R = first formed Riedel shear, R’ = second formed Riedel shear. Short,
solid arrows represent compression axes and long, shaded arrows represent
extension axes set up by the left-lateral shear couple. Parallel lines represent
the orientation of extensionai features (open fractures, normal faults, etc.) and
wavy line represents the orientation of compressional features (folds, reverse
faults, etc.) resulting from this shear couple.
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Figure 31. Orientation of Folds (Synforms) in the Albion-Scipio Field (after Ells, 1962) With Respect to the
Orientation of Shears (R) Formed Above a Basement Fault (PDZ) With Left-Lateral Offset (after Sylvester,
1988).
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expect to observe R shears. This suggests that the synforms may have
developed on Riedel shears. Also, fabric data observed in the field itself
(Figure 32), as identified by formation microscanner logs, show that the
orientation of the main fracture set in the field coincides with the orientation
of extension fractures that would result from a left-lateral shear couple (Figure
30). A less prevalent, ENE-trending fracture set in the field (Figure 32) also
coincides with the orientation of R’ shears.
A developmental model for the formation of the Albion-Scipio and
Stoney Point fields is as follows: left-lateral strike-slip on the basement faults
created fractures (R shears) in the overlying section (Figure 33a). Experimental
and field studies have shown that anticlines may develop between overlapping
R shears (e.g., Naylor, Mandl, & Sijpesteijn, 1986; Sylvester, 1988), and
anticlines are indeed present in the Albion-Scipio and Stoney Point fields. The
fractures then served as conduits for the flow of dolomitizing fluids in the
otherwise relatively impermeable rocks of the Trenton and Black River Groups
(Figure 33b),

effectively localizing dolomitization along the shears.

The

fracturing and the dolomitization could have produced the porosity in which
gas, oil, and water were trapped. The volume loss associated with the
dolomitization process, with subsequent collapse of larger "pores," could have
attenuated the synformal expression of the two fields (Figure 33c).
Hurley and Budros (1990) reported some vertical offset on faults they
identified in the Albion-Scipio and Stoney Point trends. They traced these
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Figure 32. The Orientation of Fractures Identified by Formation Microscanner
Logs in the Marathon No. A-8 Rowe Well (after Hurley and Budros, 1990).
Compare the orientation of the in-field fractures with the orientation of
extensional features and R’ shears depicted in Figure 30.
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features upward into the Salina section. The relief caused by post-Salina fault
movement is obscured by an unconformity at the top of the Bass Islands
Group. Modeling of the development of Riedel shears above basement fault
movement shows that the R shears have a component of dip-slip as well as
strike-slip motion (Naylor et al., 1986). The dip-slip motion on the individual
R shears in these fields could explain the vertical offset observed by mapping
in the region.

Basement Structure

The Albion-Scipio and Stoney Point Fields are unique in that they are
the only large scale northwest-trending structures that are located solely above
the Central province. This relationship suggests that these structures were
developed above a localized basement inhomogeneity, and not related to
pervasive lines of structural weakness associated with the formation of basement
of the Central province. The Albion-Scipio and Stoney Point features parallel
major regional gravity and magnetic features (Figure 34). The most apparent
of these features is the mid-Michigan gravity high to the northeast.
The fields also parallel a large negative magnetic anomaly located to the
west (Figure 34). Hinze et al. (1975) attributed this anomaly to a dike swarm
with reverse magnetization that could have been produced during early
Keweenawan rifting activity. The basement feature in the Albion-Scipio region
may represent a similar line of weakness that was not intruded by Keweenawan
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lavas. These lines of weakness may represent pre-Keweenawan structure that
was utilized during Keweenawan extension or they may be the result of rifting
related to the formation of the mid-Michigan rift zone.
The magnetic investigation of Hoin (1983) suggests that a lithologic
boundary exists beneath the Albion-Scipio field. This interpreted lithologic
boundary may have been utilized during Keweenawan extension, as well as

experiencing subsequent reactivation during the Paleozoic.

Timing of Structural Development

The timing of development of these fields remains in question. Ells
(1962) suggested that the structure began to form shortly after the Middle
Ordovician and continued to develop intermittently throughout the Paleozoic; his
conclusion was based on an examination of sedimentation patterns of Ordovician
through Mississippian units over the structure. Ells (1962) documented that most
units tend to thin over anticlines and thicken in synclines whereas shallowwater Niagaran facies thicken over the anticlines reflecting the presence of the
structure. Ells further suggested the thickness relationships were partially due
to differential compaction, but also reflected continued structural growth at least
through Sunbury deposition where the presence of the structure is apparent.
This conclusion appears valid when examining the range of Appalachian tectonic
activity (Figure 13) which may be responsible for providing the force to cause
motion on the basement faults. Hurley and Budros (1990) reported that evidence
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for post-Salina vertical displacement on faults is masked by an unconformity at
the top of the Bass Islands. This suggests that vertical movement on individual
R shears only continued through the Silurian, but isopach patterns indicate the
presence of the structure through the Mississippian. This relationship suggests
that any post-Silurian adjustment along the structure had little or no vertical
displacement along shears, or that thickness patterns are solely the result of
differential

compaction

of

Devonian

and

younger

units

and

structural

development ceased after the Silurian.

The West Branch and Clayton Fields

The West Branch and Clayton fields differ from the Albion-Scipio and
Stoney Point Fields in both structural style and the hydrocarbon trapping
mechanism. These fields are located above basement of the Penokean province
in Ogemaw and Arenac Counties (Figure 35). Oil and gas is produced from
different stratigraphic levels in these fields, with the Middle Devonian Dundee
Limestone being the most prolific oil producer.
Discussions concerning the origin of these fields are generally included
with the formation of the prevalent structural trends in the central Michigan
basin region (e.g., Davies & Esch, 1988; Lockett, 1947; Newcombe, 1933;
Pirtle, 1932; Prouty, 1983, 1989). Most workers have suggested that these
trends in the Paleozoic section are related structural trends in basement,
however, the interpretations of the type of interaction between basement and the
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i03
overlying Phanerozoic cover differ.

Structural Geometry

The West Branch and Clayton fields form a pair of en echelon,
asymmetrical anticlines that are steepened on their northeast flanks (Plate I).
Dips on northeast limbs approach 5° whereas dips on the southwest limbs
approach 2.5°. Each of the two structures exhibit nearly 300 feet of closure.
The asymmetry of these two structures, characteristic of many anticlinal
trends in the central Michigan basin, has led workers to conclude that they are
related to vertical displacement on underlying basement blocks (Davies & Esch,
1988; Lockett, 1947; Newcombe, 1933; Pirtle, 1932). The asymmetry is caused
by the Paleozoic section being passively "draped" over the uplifted basement
block. Prouty (1983, 1989) advanced wrenching tectonics as the mechanism
which formed the West Branch field. He cited the gross structural geometry
and fracture patterns as evidence for a wrenching (strike slip) model of
structural development.

Seismic Data

A seismic section across the Clayton field (Figure 36) provides an
interesting view of the structural style of this field at depth. The seismic data
indicate that the anticline is flanked by two concave upwards faults that merge
near the basement/cover interface and appear to die out within the thick salt
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Figure 36. Interpretive Line Diagram Showing Major Reflectors Recorded Along
the Clayton Field Seismic Profile.
Refer to Plate I for profile location (reproduced with the permission of Amoco
Production Company).
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105
and anhydrite beds of the Salina Group. Displacement is greater on the fault
flanking the northeast side of the anticline, giving rise to the asymmetry
observed from the structure contours. The similarity in the asymmetry between
the Clayton and West Branch fields suggests that an analogous structure exists
for the West Branch field and that these two fields are genetically related.
Because no apparent vertical basement offset can be determined from the
seismic section, some of the earlier interpretations for the origin of these fields
(Davies & Esch, 1988; Lockett, 1947; Newcombe, 1933; Pirtle, 1932) are
open to question.

Gravity Data

A prominent feature on the Bouger gravity map of the West Branch and
Clayton region (Figure 37) is the steep, north-south trending gradient located
to the west of the structures. This steep gradient is associated with the midMichigan rift zone. Another significant feature on the map is the large gravity
low centered in the region of the West Branch and Clayton fields. Hinze and
Merritt (1969) suggested that this anomaly could be due to either a thickened
Salina section, or a depression in the basement surface which is reflected by
the increased thickness of Cambrian sediments in the region. The anomaly also
appears to be slightly offset, in a left-lateral sense, along the trends of the two
fields. This may be a reflection of a basement fault which lies beneath the two
fields that has experienced a component of left-lateral offset during its
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movement history.

Model of Structural Development

A seismic section across the Clayton field (Figure 36) provides the best
view of the subsurface structures associated with this field, and permits
formulation of an explanation for the occurrence of the concave upwards faults
that flank the anticline without appreciable vertical basement offset. Naylor et
al. (1986) developed a physical model to show the nature of deformation that
occurs on sand packs above an underlying rigid body (basement) offset in a
strike-slip sense. The cross sectional geometries that were produced in their
experiments (Figure 38) show a striking resemblance to the geometry depicted
in the Clayton seismic section. The concave upwards nature of the faults, that
are classified as first formed Riedel (R) shears, led the authors to coin the
term "tulip structure." The term tulip structure was chosen to emphasize the
concave upwards geometry of the faults, as opposed to "flower structure" which
consists

of convex

upwards

faults

and

are

commonly

associated

with

transpressional settings where there is also a component of vertical basement
offset. The R shears in their models formed in an en echelon fashion typically
at angles of 17° to the underlying displacement zone. The different geometries
depicted in Figure 38 result from the initial pre-stress orientations on the sand
pack, the amount of displacement on the "basement" block, and the thickness
of the overburden. In three dimensions the R shears which define a tulip
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structure display a helical geometry (Figure 39) and are in fact scissor faults.
The vertical displacement on the R shears changes its sense when the surface
trace of the R shear crosses the trace of the basement fault. The area between
overlapping R shears are sites favorable for anticline development. The Clayton
field fits this tulip structure model, an anticline formed between adjacent R
shears.
Strike-slip faulting in the basement is required for the development of
a tulip structure. The Bouger gravity map of the region (Figure 37) shows a
gravity low that could be left-separated by a basement fault that trends roughly
132° beneath the fields. The fabric data from the region (Figure 40) also
supports this sense or displacement on the presumed basement fault. Assuming
the trend of the overlying fields (115°) is roughly IT from the trend of the
inferred basement fault (132°), then the E-W compression indicated by the
calcite twin analysis and fracture patterns would be most favorable for inducing
the strike-slip sense of motion in a left-lateral sense.
The structure of the West Branch and Clayton fields may have formed
in response to this regional E-W compression by the development of a series
of R shears above a strike-slip fault in basement (Plate II). Under such
conditions the anticlines of the West Branch and Clayton fields would develop
between the overlapping R shears (Plate II and Figure 41). The main difference
in structural style between the West Branch and Clayton fields and the AlbionScipio and Stoney Point fields is the presence well developed anticlines, and
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Figure 40. Fabric Elements Within Paleozoic Rocks in the Vicinity of the
West Branch and Clayton Fields.
Refer to Figures 14 through 17 and Figure 21 for details concerning the calcite
data and fracture data.
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Dolomitization may occur at deeper levels along the R shears but is not
recognized in Dundee or younger rocks because the R shears do not persist that
high up into the section.

Basement Structure

Penokean basement beneath the east-central portion of the Michigan basin
appears to possess a pervasive structural grain that might have been reactivated
during Phanerozoic orogenesis. The relationship between basement and the West
Branch and Clayton fields (i.e., tulip structures formed in response to strikeslip faulting in basement) could be applicable to other anticlinal trends in the
central basin. The experiments of Naylor et al. (1986) created a number of
different configurations of en echelon Riedel shears (Figure 38), and anticline
development need not be associated with pairs of R shears, but could develop
along a single shear. Models that involve single R shears may be more
applicable to some fields that exist above Penokean basement, dependant on the
orientation of the basement fault with respect to the orientation of the stress
field.
The structural grain which appears to exist in Penokean basement is
unique to this province. The prevalence of structures formed above Penokean
basement is a reflection of this. The lines of basement weakness were
presumably initially formed during the collLional origin of this province, with
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accretion of arc complexes to the Superior craton to the north (Hoffman,
1988). The reactivation of these lines of weakness would have occurred
primarily

when the regional stresses were favorably oriented.

East-west

compression, as indicated by the calcite twin analysis, would be the direction
of compression most likely responsible for the reactivation of these northwesttrending lines of basement weakness.

Timing of Structural Development

The timing of the development of these fields remains in question. On
the basis of detailed stratigraphic and facies analyses, Curran (1990) concluded
that there is no structurally related deposition of the Dundee Limestone in the
West Branch field as there is no indication of the type of shallow-water
carbonate build-up on the structure that would indicate its emergence during
Dundee deposition. In contrast, the presence of shallow-water carbonate build
up on the structure is present in the Buckeye field located in Gladwin County
to the southwest (Figure 1), as the Dundee section is thickened by nearly 200
feet (Montgomery, 1986). The thickness of the overlying Bell Shale does not
appear to change appreciably over the West Branch field (Curran,

1990)

indicating that there was no significant structural relief during the deposition of
these units. The sparse off structure well control for the West Branch and
Clayton fields inhibits accurate determination of the timing of development of
these structures, but it is possible that the emergence of the West Branch and
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Clayton structures was masked by pre-Dundee differential deposition. Thinning
of pre-Dundee units on the structure over time may have effectively buried the
structure so that its presence did not influence Dundee and post-Dundee
deposition. A later folding event may have deformed the structures into their
present configuration.
On the basis o f the calcite twin analysis results, the development of the
West Branch and Clayton structures was in response to the earlier, E-W
compression. The Dundee Limestone sample analyzed from Rogers City, MI
(Figure 40) records this E-W compression. A marked change in the direction
of compression took place between deposition of the Dundee and the Traverse
Group. On the basis of the fabric data, deformation of the Dundee Limestone
must have occurred prior to the application of the SE-NW compression
indicated by the Alpena, MI samples when the direction of compression was
in an orientation favorable to reactivate the basement fault. Movement on the
basement fault in the region could not have occurred with the direction of
compression parallel to the fault. However, fractures patterns in Mississippian
rocks in the Saginaw Bay region indicate E-W compression. Based on the
fabric data of these Middle Devonian and Mississippian rocks, it appears that
an early E-W compression may have been operative in structural development,
followed by a SE-NW compression where there was little or no structural
modification, and finally another episode of nearly E-W compression which
continued the anticline development (Figure 22).
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The Deerfield Field

The Deerfield field is located above basement of the Grenville province
just east of the Monroe County-Lenawee County line (Figure 42). Discovered
in the 1920s, this field provided the first commercial oil production from the
Trenton Group in the Michigan basin. The Deerfield field differs in general
structural style from the Albion-Scipio and Stoney Point fields, but the nature
of producing zones is the same: production from narrow fractured and
dolomitized zones within the Trenton.
The Deerfield field is related to the Bowling Green fault system (Figure
10). The field lies on the large monoclinal flexure associated with this feature
as it extends northward from Ohio and becomes the Lucas-Monroe monocline
in the Michigan basin. Lindberg (1947) reported structures similar to the
Deerfield field along the length of the Bowling Green fault system. Ells (1962)
suggested that the Deerfield field is related to the same regional deformation
that created other Trenton-Black River fields in southeastern Michigan.

Structural Geometry

The structural style of the Deerfield field (Plate III) is that of a series
of small, en echelon anticlines that are superposed upon the hinge region of
a much larger monoclinal flexure (the Lucas-Monroe monocline). The narrow
producing zones coincide with the hinge region of the monocline as well as the
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traces of the synclines between adjacent anticlines. The monocline attains dips
toward the west up to 300 feet/mile whereas there is only limited closure on
the small anticlines (Plate III). The Lucas-Monroe monocline is almost certainly
related to an uplifted basement block which is up-thrown to the east, but the
origin of the small anticlinal flexures which occur along the length of the
structure is not as obvious.

Gravity Data

The major Bouger gravity feature in southeast Michigan is the gravity
high that dominates the Northville-Howell area (Figure 43). This gravity high
defines the southeastern end of the mid-Michigan rift zone that has been related
to Keweenawan extension (e.g., Hinze et al., 1975).
The Lucas-Monroe monocline is also apparent in the Bouger gravity. The
gravity low in eastern Lenawee County marks the position of the downdropped side of the structure (Figure 43). The Deerfield field occupies a
position on the structure where the monocline changes from a northerly to a
northwesterly trend, and continues in that direction to a point where the gravity
signature merges with the gravity low that flanks the Keweenawan rift zone.

Model of Structural Development
The development of the Lucas-Monroe monocline seems apparent, the
Paleozoic section being draped over an uplifted basement block to define the
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flexure. However, the small anticlines superposed along the hinge of the
monocline do no fit into the simple development scheme of the monocline. The
region of the Deerfield field is defined by a north-northwest-trending basement
fault. The calcite and fracture data from the region (Figure 44) indicate an
overall SE-NW compression. A NNW-trending, east-dipping basement fault,
when subjected to this direction of compression, would experience both strikeslip and dip-slip components of motion. For the Deerfield area, the dip-slip
component produced the monoclinal flexure. The strike-slip component of motion
produced a series of en echelon Riedel shears with anticlines developing
between overlapping R shears (similar to both the West Branch/Clayton and
Albion-Scipio/Stoney Point styles). The strike-slip component of movement was
in a left-lateral sense given the orientation of the basement fault with respect
to the inferred direction of compression.
The overlapping Riedel shears that created the anticlines (tulip structures)
were also avenues for the flow of dolomitizing fluids. Porosity developed along
the paths of the R shears created the areas of production as observed by the
distribution of producing wells that are mainly confined to the synclinal portions
of the structure. This pattern of porosity development is analogous to the
Albion-Scipio and Stoney Point fields. The narrow zone of production along the
hinge of the monocline is not related to R shears, but rather to extension
fractures along the hinge of the flexure. These extension fractures were also
sites of greatest dolomitization and porosity development.
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A small sag is present across the axis of the central anticline of the
Deerfield field (Plate III). This depression in the anticlinal surface has limited
production surrounding it from structural highs.

The orientation of this

depression coincides with the orientation of a second formed Riedel (R’) shear
(Figure 30) that formed in response to left-lateral strike-slip on the underlying
basement fault. The trace of the R’ shear, in a manner similar to the R shears
and the extension fractures along the hinge of the monocline, is an area
favorable for dolomitization and porosity development. The structure and tectonic
map of the field (Plate IV) displays the inferred positions of the basement
fault, R shears, and R’ shear.

Basement Structure

The Deerfield field and Lucas-Monroe monocline virtually or coincides
with the Grenville front (Figure 4). The basement in this region most likely
contains east-dipping basement zones of weakness similar to the area near the

Grenville front beneath northeastern Lake Huron (Figure 9). The Grenville front
is defined well into Ohio by the Bowling Green fault system (Figure 10).
The Grenville province has a pervasive N-S trending structural grain in
the region which could have been reactivated during Phanerozoic compression.
The lack of prevalent N-S trending structures in southeastern Michigan suggests
that Grenville basement may only occupy a limited area beneath the basin in
Michigan, perhaps much less area than indicated on the basement province map
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(Figure 4).

Timing of Structural Development

Fisher (1981) reported that the Utica Shale thins markedly on the
northeast side of this structure, evidence that this feature was emergent during
Utica deposition. The Upper Cincinnatian, however, was demonstrated to thicken
on the northeast side of the structure. Fisher (1981) attributed this change in
thickness across the monocline to structural inversion, down-thrown to the west
during Utica deposition and down-thrown to the east during Upper Cincinnatian
deposition. The change in the sense of movement on the structure during this
time coincides with the Taconic orogeny and the cessation of basin centered
subsidence and the initiation of regional eastward tilting towards the Appalachian
basin (Howell, 1988; Howell & van der Pluijm, 1990). Adjustment along large
scale basement features may have occurred to accommodate the regional tilting
with the sense of movement along the basement structure reversed, in an
opposite, normal, sense. Ells (1962) reported that Mississippian and some Upper
Devonian units terminate abruptly against the west flank of the structure,
showing the east side to be up-thrown once again. This follows another period
of basin centered subsidence (Howell, 1988; Howell & van der Pluijm, 1990).
The sedimentation patterns for the region indicate that the Lucas-Monroe
monocline developed intermittently throughout the Paleozoic and has maintained
its present configuration, up-thrown to the east, since the Late Ordovician.
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The Northville Field and Howell Anticline

The Northville field is often referred to as the southeastern extension of
Howell anticline, the largest structure in the Michigan basin. The field is
located directly above the mid-Michigan rift zone in Wayne, Washtenaw, and
Oakland Counties (Figure 45). The Howell anticline is used primarily as a gas
storage facility whereas the Northville field has oil and gas production from the
Trenton Group. The Northville field may be classified as a "hybrid structure,"
as it possesses characteristics of each field covered thus far.
The origin of the Northville field is included in discussions concerning
the Howell anticline because of the close proximity of the structures and their
common trend. Vertical movement on a basement fault is common to most
developmental hypotheses (Ells, 1969; Fisher, 1969; Fisher, 1981), but Prouty
(1983) reported significant strike-slip displacement in the Paleozoic section in
the Howell-Northville region. The large scale and asymmetry of the Howell
anticline is perhaps and indication that basement was involved to some extent
in its formation.

Structural Geometry

The field consists of a series of slightly en echelon anticlines, similar
to the West Branch and Clayton fields, although the anticlines of the Northville
field are significantly narrower (Plate V). The oil production of the field is
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confined primarily to the flanks of the anticlines, and like the Albion-Scipio,
Stoney Point, and Deerfield fields, the production is associated with fractured
and dolomitized reservoirs within the Trenton. Gas production occurs along the
flanks of the structure, but is also present higher on structure. Also apparent
on the structure map are small depressions, or sags, which are located between
individual anticlines and serve as areas of production.
Significant vertical offset is present in the Howell anticline on the
Niagaran (Figure 46). The vertical offset is more pronounced at higher
stratigraphic levels. Ells (1962) reports as much as 1000 feet of vertical offset
on the faulted west flank of the structure. The faults on the top of the Howell
anticline are reported to have displacement similar to that of a scissor fault
(Prouty, 1983).
The origins of the Northville and Howell anticlines are thought to be
related. Ells (1969) and Fisher (1981) related the structures to primarily vertical
motion on an underlying basement block. Prouty (1989) reported as much as
35 miles of left-lateral displacement along several en echelon shear faults of the
Howell anticline, but only limited vertical displacement on the structure. The
vertical displacement observed in the Northville field is only 50 to 100 feet,
which Prouty (1989) suggested may be the result of "hinge action" along the
fault which is related to the Howell anticline. The collapse of a fault block by
carbonate or salt dissolution has been proposed to have induced the vertical
relief observed on the Howell anticline (Paris, 1977). Some wells drilled on
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the west flank of the structure have a complete absence of salts in the Salina
section, and Ells (1969) reported that cored intervals in the Salina show intense
fracturing and steeply-dipping bedding.
The en echelon arrangement of the faults and folds of the Northville and
Howell structures suggests that a component of strike-slip faulting in basement
may have been operative during their development.

Gravity Data

The Bouger gravity map for the region (Figure 43) shows that the
Northville field and Howeli anticline are located along the central portion of
the mid-Michigan gravity high. The location of the structures with respect to
gravity features suggests that they are related to a Keweenawan basement
feature. The trend of the regional gradient associated with the mid-Michigan
gravity high in this region is 135°. The Northville field trends at 125° and is
at a small angle to the trend of the gravity gradient in the region which
indicates that the field is essentially parallel to basement structures associated
with the rift zone.

Model of Structural Development

The Northville field possesses characteristics of each field discussed thus
far; production from fractured and dolomitized zones within the Trenton Group
characteristic of the Albion-Scipio field, well developed anticlines similar to the
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West Branch and Clayton fields, and small areas of production which appear
as slight depressions along the trend of the major structure comparable to the
Deerfield field (Plate V).
Assuming basement lines of weakness in the region are essentially
parallel to the gravity gradient, the shortening direction (el orientation of calcite
twin analysis = 1110) indicated by nearby fabric data (Figure 47) may have
been capable of inducing left-lateral strike-slip motion along the basement fault.
The mean direction of compression indicated by the calcite (140°) and fracture
(130°) data to the south of the fields is essentially parallel to the inferred
orientation of the basement fault (135°). This mean compression direction would
not have been favorable for inducing significant left-lateral strike-slip motion on
the fault. The fracture pattern to the north of the structures (Figure 47) gives
an indication of a component of nearly E-W compression that is not apparent
at localities to the south. One of the fracture sets from this locality possess an
orientation of 81° suggesting that the Northville field and Howell structure are
far enough north to have been influenced by the nearly E-W compression
associated with the N-S segment of the Appalachian front (Figure 23). Eastwest compression would more likely have provided movement on the zone of
basement weakness than compression directed nearly parallel to the basement
structure.
A tulip structure model can be applied to the Northville field. Leftlateral strike-slip along the basement fault would produce a series of en echelon
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Riedel shears in the overlying section at small angles to the basement fault
(Plate VI). The areas of production associated with the Northville field delineate
the positions of these shears as they could have served as the pathways for
dolomitizing fluids which enhanced the porosity. Zones of production coinciding
with individual R shears have oil production from structurally lower zones with
gas production occupying higher levels. Also, similar to the Deerfield field,
there are areas of production which have orientations that coincide with the
orientations of R’ shears (Plate VI).
The Howell anticline may have a similar origin to that proposed for the
Northville field, with the main difference being the amount of apparent vertical
displacement on the Howell structure. The en echelon arrangement of faults
along this structure and their apparent scissor-like motion (Prouty, 1983) are
indicative of left-lateral strike-slip movement. The vertical relief on this
structure can be attributed to both strike-slip and dip-slip components of motion
along the basement fault. This movement sense would produce a basement scarp
with the Paleozoic section being passively draped over the uplifted basement
block. Vertical basement offset due to solely strike-slip motion could have been
attained as basement blocks slid past one another while maintaining their
original northwesterly dips towards the basin center. However, vertical basement
offset is not required for the development of the Howell anticline as significant
vertical relief may be attained along R shears in the Paleozoic section.
However, the amplitude of the Howell anticline indicates that some vertical
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displacement in the Paleozoic section is related to basement offset. Factors such
as salt or carbonate dissolution and collapse as proposed by Paris (1977) could
have contributed to apparent vertical displacement. The dissolution of salts
and/or carbonates would have most likely occurred along R shears.
The Howell anticline and Northville field may be modeled as developing
above a common basement fault. Given the orientation of the basement fault
with respect to the inferred direction of compression, the basement fault
experienced components of both strike-slip and dip-slip displacement, with strikeslip displacement being dominant. In this model, the magnitude of
displacement is greater along the central portion of the fault

dip-slip

system and

diminishes towards the ends of the fault system (Figure 4S). The strike-slip
component of motion created a system of en echelon Riedel shears along the
length of the basement fault. Overlapping R shears were sites that would have
been favorable for anticline development and were capable of creating the
segmented nature of the two structures. The R shears were superposed along
the flexure which resulted from vertical displacement on the basement fault, a
structure similar to the Deerfield field (Figure 49). The vertical displacement
along individual R shears was greatest along the central portion of the fault
system where the shears were more evolved due to the increased basement
displacement. This produced the different amplitudes of the Howell and
Northville structures as well as the more pronounced folding in the Howell
region due to increased vertical basement offset. In the region of the Howell
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anticline, the solution of evaporites was facilitated and enhanced along fractures
developed near the hinge of the flexure flanking the anticline, and the
dissolution of salt may have been enhanced by due to thinning along the steep
limb of the structure. This solution of evaporites and subsequent collapse may
have added to the amplitude of the structure in the section above the Niagaran.
The Howell anticline lacks production from the Trenton Group, perhaps
this is because no exploration has yet located the trace of an R shear of the
types that coincides with the narrow zones of production associated with the
other Trenton reservoirs considered in this study.

Basement. .Structure
The basement in the region of the Northville and Howell structures is
clearly related to Keweenawan rift activity which is defined by the gravity
signature. Listric normal faults are characteristic of rift zones. A northeastdipping listric normal fault in basement of the Northville and Howell region
would be the most likely style and orientation of the basement fault (Figure
48) that could be reactivated by E-W and/or SE-NW compression to produce
the observed structures in the Paleozoic section (Figure 49).

Timing of Structural Development

Fisher (1981) reported that the Utica Shale thins on the northeast side
of the Howell anticline, except for an area in central Livingston County where
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it thins to the southwest. Fisher (1981) attributed this change in thickness to
the Howell structure being broken up into at least three faulted segments which
moved independently of one another. It is possible that scissor-like motion along
single R shears created the thickness anomalies across the structure (Figure 49).
The reversed sense of vertical displacement at opposite ends of R shears may
have influenced depositional patterns across the structure. Fisher (1981) also
reported a general thickening of the Cincinnatian on the northeast side of the
structure which she attributed to structural inversion, as may be the case for
the Lucas-Monroe monocline. These isopach studies provide evidence that the
Northville/ Howell system had begun to form by the Upper Ordovician at the
latest. Regional eastward tilting (Howell, 1988; Howell & van der Pluijm,
1990) may have been accommodated along a major basement structure in the
region

as an apparent structural

inversion took place during

the

Late

Ordovician. Ells (1969) reported that the Niagaran through Ordovician section
is thickened by as much as 200 feet on the southwest side of the structure
primarily due to Niagaran reef development on the down-thrown side of the
structure. Prouty (1976) reported that the Howell structure was deformed during
the Late Mississippian. However, in light of the stratigraphic data this age most
likely represents the culmination of an episodic deformational history that
occurred throughout the Paleozoic.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

Calcite twin-strain analysis and fracture patterns across the Michigan
basin provide evidence for the directions and magnitudes of shortening strains
that were operative across the basin through at least the latter part of the
Paleozoic Era. Stresses of the same general magnitude and direction as
documented in this study were probably active from the Ordovician through the
Pennsylvanian Period, and may correspond to protracted orogenic episodes in
the Appalachian region. Quantification of the direction and magnitude of these
shortening strains constrains the mechanisms by which structures in the
Paleozoic section of the Michigan basin could have developed.
C alculated values for homogeneous shortening in the Paleozoic section

of the Michigan basin should approximate values for shortening in basement
unless there is a regional detachment at the basement/cover interface. Since no
such detachment surface has been documented, an alternative mechanism for
accommodating basement shortening is required. Given the relatively low values
of shortening strain determined in this study (approximately 1.0%), reactivation
of preexisting lines of basement weakness is the most likely process by which
the required shortening was accommodated.
The directions of maximum shortening strain (el) derived from the
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calcite twin-strain analysis of this study range from SE-NW to E-W. The
direction of el appears to have changed throughout the late Paleozoic. The
northern portion of the basin appears to have been subjected to an early EW, followed by SE-NW directed compression, and a return to nearly E-W
compression from the Middle Devonian through the Mississippian. The southern
portion of the basin was subjected to SE-NW compression but appears not to
have been influenced by the E-W directed compression.
The oil and gas fields investigated in this study all have a SE-NW
trend. If the trends of suspected basement faults are essentially parallel to these
overlying fields then movement on the basement faults must have had a strong
component of left-lateral strike-slip to be compatible with the compression
direction inferred

from the calcite strain

analysis.

Models that involve

deformation above strike-slip faulting in basement with varying degrees of dipslip may explain the observed structural geometries of those fields considered
in this study. Riedel shears are the most common feature developed in the
Phanerozoic section above strike-slip faulting in basement and represent the early
stages shear zone development.

Where

Riedel shears overlap,

anticlines

commonly develop and display a "tulip structure" geometry in cross section.
Tulip structures are two concave upwards Riedel shears that merge at depth
with a basement fault. Riedel shears may be identified seismically where there
is vertical offset along the shear, or they may be recognized by tracing narrow
zones of fracturing and dolomitization in limestones.
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This study has shown examples of four seemingly different structural
styles developed in the Paleozoic section in response to the same regional
compression. The structures examined in this study are all variations of the
same general family of structures. Each structure considered in this study has
the common characteristic of anticlines developed between overlapping R shears
(tulip structure) with only the amplitude of the folds and amount of dissolution
along the flanks of the structures differing. The variation in the general
structural style is the result of reactivation of lines of weakness in basement
which vary in orientation (basement trend for Deerfield field = 170°, basement
trend for West Branch/Clayton = 132°). Each field considered in this study lies
above a different Precambrian province and the difference in basement structural
trend orientation appears to be related to structures characteristic of the
individual provinces. The structural trends in basement are inherited from the
evolution of each province, each of which has a different tectonic origin and
structural style. Anticline development appears to be favored when the direction
of compression is at a large angle to the basement fault. For the West Branch
and Clayton structures the angle between compression direction and the inferred
basement fault approaches 40°, whereas this angle is closer to 20° for the
Albion-Scipio region. For the Albion-Scipio region, the direction of compression
is nearly parallel to the R shears resulting from basement offset which
apparently subdued anticline development. It is likely that the model of Riedel
shears associated with these structures is simplified. Variations on the simple
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tulip structure model (Figure 38) most likely exist for the structures considered
in this study. Splay and/or mismatch faults (Figure 38) may add to the
complexity of the structures, but at the scale of observation in this study those
features cannot be identified with certainty.

Future Study

This study provides a new look at the structural style and origin of
some of the structures on which Michigan basin oil and gas fields are
developed. These results differ from earlier models of structural development
and are consistent with the inferred direction of compression determined by
calcite twin-strain analysis. Several questions remain to be answered concerning
Michigan basin structures; investigation of the following proposed research topics
may help resolve some uncertainties:
1.

Calcite twin-strain analysis: Continued application of the calcite twin-

strain analysis, particularly to limestones older than those analyzed in this study
would clarify the relationship between the changing orientation of e l over time.
The Ordovician Trenton Group would be ideal for this analysis. However,
outcrop exposure is lacking. Samples from oriented core would be suitable but
the effects of coring processes on twinning would have to be considered.
Trenton outcrops from the periphery of the basin would be acceptable,
particularly from northern localities such as Manitoulin Island. The Mississippian
Bayport Limestone is another potential unit for analysis, but samples with the
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proper textural characteristics were not found during this study. Also, samples
from

the

Howell

anticline region would

help

resolve the uncertainties

surrounding the direction of compression that affected the area.
2. Fracture analysis: The orientation of fracture patterns across the
Michigan basin has been well documented. A potential research topic would be
a detailed and systematic examination of kinematic indicators on fracture
surfaces. Kinematic indicators were noted on some fractures measured in this
study. An analysis of the variety of movement senses along individual fractures
and fracture sets used in conjunction with the direction of compression from
the calcite analysis could be applied to movement schemes for larger scale
structures in the basin.
3. Isopach analysis: The timing of development for structures in the
Michigan basin is not well constrained. At best the generalization can be made
that the structures developed intermittently throughout most of the Paleozoic.
Detailed isopach studies of the structures would better constrain the periods of
active development and periods of structural quiescence. The relationship
between periods of structural growth and rapid basin subsidence should also be
considered to examine more fully the potential of adjustment along basement
lines of weakness in response to basin subsidence. Also, by examining units
that may thin regionally in the area of a particular structure, piercing points
could be obtained that allow for the determination of the degree of strike-slip
motion in the Paleozoic section with respect to suspected basement offset.
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Isopach analysis would also be useful to help clarify the role movement of salt
has played in structural development, whether the mobilization of evaporites in
the Salina Group occurred in response to regional stresses or in response to
the development of local structure.
4.

Geophysical surveys: Detailed gravity and magnetic surveys in the

regions of particular fields could provide a more substantive indication of
basement structure than available from regional surveys. These surveys, such
as the magnetic study of the Albion-Scipio trend by Hoin (1983), would better
clarify the role that basement has played in the development of certain
structures and provide better insight into the degree in which strike-slip and
dip-slip components of motion have been operative. Smaller, more detailed
surveys used in conjunction with regional data would provide better insight into
the character of the Precambrian provinces beneath the Michigan basin, in
particular the location of province boundaries which remain in question. Also,
more quality seismic data released for academic study would greatly expand the
knowledge of the internal geometry of structures in the basin.
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Well Locations and Formation Tops
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WEST BRANCH FIELD
Ogemaw Township T22N R1E

PERMIT
No.
1979
21236
21069
21943
33632
34583
1775
2342
2475
2856
3348
3571
3760
3897
4277
4691
5041
18587
18738
40776
3320
3639
4230
4231
4347
4406
4497
17569
17831
17918
18028
18143
18210
19740
34193

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
BOUTELL No.l
STATE OGEMAW No.B-1
STATE OGEMAW N o.l
F. & P. RASMUSSEN N o.l
2-10 RONALD J BISCHOFF
1-10 STATE
OGEMAW-BISCHOFF
ZETTLE N o.l
GROVER ZETTLE N o.l
L. QUACKENBUSH N o.l
CHAS. RAYMORE No.l
J. & K. HOLT N o.l
G. ZETTLE No.2
G. ZETTLE NO.3
F. & J. HEINTZ No.5
QUACKENBUSH No.2
RAYMORE No.2
G. ZETTLE No.4
G. & G. ZETTLE N o.l
J. HEINTZ N o.l
C. RAYMORE No. 1-13
G.P. & A.M. WEILLER No.l
W.E. ELLIS N o.l
Wm. E. ELLIS No.4
W.E. ELLIS No.2
E.H. HARINGTON No.l
THOMAS H. PACK No.l
G.P & A. WEILER No.2
G.P. WEILER N o.l
ERNEST HARRINGTON N o.l
GARVIS WEILER No.2
W.E. ELLIS N o.l
ERNEST & ADA
HARRINGTON No.2
HARVEY DURUSSER No.l
ELLIS No.2
ROBINSON No. 1-15

WELL
LOCATION
330,S,330,W,SW,5
990,N,990,E,NE,9
990,N,990,E,SW,10
990,N,330,W,SE, 10
330,S,330,E,SW,10

DUNDEE
TOP
-1894
-1855
-1811
-1816
-1774

330,S,988,W,SE,10
330,N,330,E,SW,13
330,S,330,W,SW, 13
960,N,360,W,SW,13
330,S,990,E,SW, 13
330,S,990,W,SE, 13
330,S,990,W,SW, 13
990,S,330,W,SW, 13
330,S,990,E,SE,13
990,N,990,W,SW, 13
360,S,330,W,SE, 13
990,S,990,W,SW, 13
990,N,480,E,SW,13
990,N,330,E,SE, 13
330,S,495,E,SW, 13
990,S,330,E,SW,14
330,S,330,E,SE,14
990,S,330,E,SE,14
330,S,990,E,SE, 14
990,N,990, W,SE, 14
960,N,330,E,SE, 14
330,S,330,E,SW, 14
660,S,330,E,SW, 14
660,S,660,W,SE,14
660,S, 1195,W,SW, 14
940,S,330,E,SE, 14

-1788
-1695
-1667
-1683
-1938
-1599
-1670
-1670
-1651
-1675
-1647
-1668
-1674
-1664
-1659
-1721
-1681
-1678
-1680
-1698
-1660
-1707
-1712
-1697
-1733
-1678

940,N,940, W,SE, 14
990,N,330,E,SW, 14
340,S,455,E,SE, 14
1031,N,991,W,SE,15

-1685
-1716
-1675
-1766
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PERMIT
No.
34439
34701
34707
34821
35140
35532
35626
35872
36731
36209
37101
34765
1770
2857
3347
3613
4033
4169
4170
17946
18048
18065
18073
18438
19520
19754
40523
1856
2135
2157
2309
2323
2433
3264
3327
3349
3427
3460
3492

WELL NAME AND
WELL
NUMBER
LOCATION
PRAY No. 1-15
385,S,933,W,SW, 15
RONALD J. BISCHOFF No.l
1002,N,330,E,NW,15
972,N,810,W,SW,15
RAY ROBINSON No. 1-15
WALLACE CRAWFORD
1018,N ,330,E,SW, 15
N o.1-15
EDWARD ROBINSON No. 1-15 690,S,869,W,SE,15
STATE OGEMAW No. 1-15
1027,S,929,E,NE, 15
STATE OGEMAW No.2-15
330,S,330,E,NW, 15
STATE OGEMAW No.3-15
330,S,823,W,NW, 15
CRAWFORD ACRES No. 1-15
330,S,400,E,SW, 15
BISCHOFF & STATE No.2-15 989,N,980, W,NE, 15
WALLACE CRAWFORD
No.2-15
918,N,430,E,SW, 15
FLETCHER No. 1-22
485,S,330,E,NE,22
Wm. GRAY N o.l
400,S,330,E,SE,23
W.G. GRAY N o.l
560,S,220,W,NE,23
J.K. IZWORSKI No.l
330,N,330,E,NE,23
J. & K. IZOWORSKI No.2
330,N,990,E,NE,23
ZIOWORSKI No.3
990,N,330,E,NE,23
Win. ELLIS N o.l
990,S,330,E,NE,23
IZWORSKI No.4
990,N,990,E,NE,23
Wm. GRAY N o.l
330,N,330,E,SE,23
J. IZWORSKI No.l
330,N,990,W,NE,23
D.A. MCDONALD ET AL N o.l 330,N,330,E,NW,23
M. PANHORST No.l
915,S,330,E,NE,23
J. IZWORSKI No.2
890,N,330,E,NE,23
D. PRAY N o.l
990,S,330,E,NW,23
PANHORST-GRAY COMM No.l430,S,990,W,NE,23
IZOWORSKI No.5-23
931,N,396,E,NE,23
HEINTZ N o.l
330,N,330,W,NW,24
990,S,990,W,NE,24
E. STEVENSON No.l
990,S,990,E,NE,24
H. WILSON N o.l
H. WILSON No.2
675,S,330,E,NE,24
HEINTZ ESTATE No.l
990,N ,990,E,NE,24
F. & J. HEINTZ No.2
330,N,990,E,NE,24
HEINTZ ESTATE No.2
990,N,330,E,NE,24
F. & J. HEINTZ No.3
330,N,990,E,NW,24
HEINTZ ESTATE No.3
990,N,990,W,NE,24
J.T. HUSTED N o.l
895,N, 1007, W,SE,24
HEINTZ No.4
330,N,990,W,NE,24
HEINTZ ESTATE No.4
990,N,330,W,NE,24

145
DUNDEE
TOP
-1851
-1768
-1805
-1787
-1764
-1751
-1773
-1793
-1811
-1779
-1778
-1811
-1751
-1735
-1672
-1683
-1678
-1701
-1684
-1722
-1694
-1715
-1703
-1685
-1727
-1712
-1685
-1652
-1653
-1644
-1634
-1641
-1634
-1645
-1661
-1666
-1680
-1646
-1662
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PERMIT
No.
3770
3869
4259
4451
4474
4692
6244
18217
18669
18908
19181
19532
19658
20090
20366
38054
31423

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
W.B. GUSSMAN N o.l
E. STEVENSON No.2
F. & J. HEINTZ No.6
E. STEVENSON No.3
F. & J. HEINTZ N o.l
HEINTZ No.2
E. STEVENSON No.4
HEINTZ ESTATE N o.l
J. & M. HEINTZ No.l-R
E.R. & LEVINA REGAN No.l
HUSTED-STEPHENSNYCRR No.l
J. & A. HUSTED N o.l
E. STEVENS No.l
E.C. OLITH & E.
STEPHENS No.l
E.C. STEPHENS No.2
F. HEINTZ ET AL A/C N o.l
DALE TURNER No. 1-27

WELL
LOCATION
1019,N,990,E,SE,24
990,S,330,W,NE,24
330,N,990,W,NW,24
330,S,330,W,NE,24
990,N,330,E,NW,24
330,N,330,W,NE,24
330,S,990,W,Ni;,24
958,N,330,E,NE,24
1140,N,840,W,NW,24
530,N,990,W,SW,24

DUNDEE
TOP
-1668
-1685
-1657
-1671
-1662
-1643
-1644
-1640
-1679
-1700

990,N,330,E,SW,24
330,S,330,E,SW,24
330,S,790,W,NE,24

-1690
-1730
-1677

330.S,990,W,NW,24
330,S,990,E,NW,24
978,N, 1000,E,NW,24
990,S,990,W,SE,27

-1676
-1668
-1665
-2136

WEST BRANCH FIELD
West Branch Township T22N R2E

PERMIT
No.
30856
30936
1963
3638
18608
18975
19167
19233
19282
19516
19566
19638

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
ROY SIMMONS N0 .I- I 6A
A.O. GREZESZAK No. 1-16
A.H. SCHNIDER N o.l
C. VALLEY N o.l
C. VALLEY No.l-A
F.J. & R.A.
BOHLINGER N o.l
F.J. & R.A.
BOHLINGER No.l
C. VALLEY No.3
J. & P. BABCOCK N o.l
B. NEWMAN No.l
J. & P. BABCOCK No.2
F. & M. KENEDY No.l

WELL
LOCATION
33Q,S,350,E,NE, 16
990,N,1040,W,NE,16
330,S,990,W,SE, 17
330,S,330,W,SW,18
480,S,840,W,SW,18

DUNDEE
TOP
-2118
-2161
-1766
-1628
-1633

330,S,990,W,SE, 18

-1652

330,S,380,E,SE,18
330,S,330,E,SW,18
990,N,330,E,SW,18
990,N,899,W,SE,18
735,N, 1250, W,SW, 18
330,S,430,E,NW, 18

-1679
-1640
-1682
-1706
-1685
-1758
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PERMIT
No.
19752
19762
40345
40432
40546
40554
1758
1900
2012
2194
2198
2224
2225
2254
2286
2287
2296
2303
2304
2306
2321
2329
2381
2513
2720
2943
2978
3205
3206
3268
3332
3350
3351
3491
3542
3555
3658
3730
3764
3822
3960

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
J. & M. PAMENTIER No.l
S.E. BREADON N o.l
BOHLINGER No. 1-18
H. SCHUBERT A/C 1 No.4
TROUT No.3-18
C. VALLEY No.4-18
R.S. SWAIN N o.l
E. HART N o.l
COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS No.l
SARAH BOSOM N o.l
J.M. DONOVAN No.l
FAIR GROUNDS No.2
J. MAYAS N o.l
C. FINERTY N o.l
H. SCHUBERT N o.l
H. DeCOSTER N o.l
E. DONOVAN No.l
J.M. DONOVAN N o.l
J.M. DONOVAN No.3
H. SHUBERT No.2
BLAELY N o.l
T. HORNE N o.l
LALLY BROS. N o.l
T. HORNE No.l
RAU & DONOAVN SUB. No.l
F. MAYAS No.2
A. KYLER N o.l
HARPER N o.l
GUSSMAN N o.l
C. TIFFIN No.l
E. DONOVAN No.l-A
T. HORNE No.3
COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS No.2
E. MAHONEY N o.l
OLIVER N o.l
E. & M. MORRIS N o.l
J. WEIR N o.l
DONOVAN No.2
E. CHRISTMAN ET AL No.l
R.S. SWAIN No.l
V. LaVAN WAY N o.l

WELL
LOCATION
330,S,990,W,NW, 18
330,S,990,W,NE,18
438,S,917,W,SE,18
345,S, 1130,E,SW, 18
635,N,227,W,SE,18
438,S,330,E,SW, 18
887,N, 1123,E,SF., 19
990,S,330,W,NE, 19
330,N,330,W,SE,19
840,N, 1200, W,SE, 19
990,S,380,E,NW, 19
990,N,330,W,SE, 19
330,S,330, W,NE, 19
1030,N,465,E,SE, 19
990,N,330,E,NW, 19
313,N,745,W,SW,19
330,S,990,W,NW, 19
330,S,330,E,NW, 19
330,S,990,E,NW, 19
990,N,990,E,NW, 19
498,N,909,E,SW, 19
450,N,839,E,SE, 19
330,N, 1308,W,SW, 19
60,S,990,E,NE, 19
187,N,309,E,SW,19
330,S,990,W,NE, 19
330,S,330,E,NE, 19
856,S,370,E,SE, 19
373,S,997,E,SE, 19
330,N,330,E,SE, 19
990,S,330, W,NW, 19
550,S,990,E,NE, 19
330,N,990,W,SE,19
330,N,330,W,NW, 19
118,N, 169,W,SW, 19
1082,N ,884,E,SE, 19
200,N, 1133,E,SW, 19
990,S,990,W,NW,19
465,S,320,E,SE, 19
1155,S, 1081 ,W,SE, 19
900,S, 1020,E,SE, 19

DUNDEE
TOP
-1688
-1799
-1643
-1618
-1711
-1630
-1613
-1542
-1616
-1600
-1609
-1621
-1616
-1603
-1605
-1619
-1620
-1596
-1608
-1611
-1606
-1595
-1620
-1592
-1607
-1608
-1582
-1593
-1609
-1600
-1651
-1594
-1617
-1638
-1635
-1596
-1622
-1583
-1607
-1606
-1594
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PERMIT
No.
3975
4035
4529
4751
17988
18175
18204
18500
18537
18618
18776
18978
39920
39922
39986
40411
40482
40483
40484
40485
40486
40573
1631
1632
1670
1850
1896
1897
2182
2206
2314
2332
2351
2410
2681

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
SMITH N o.l
E. KENNEDY No.l
KYLER No.2
E.J. KANE No.l
ESTATE OF J.
TOWNSEND No.l
E. MAHONEY N o.l
M. SCHUBERT No.l
MAYAS-HART COMM. N o.l
T. RAU ET AL No.l
KANE, MAUDE, &
C. COX No.2
R.C. JACKSON ET AL N o.l
KEYLER ET AL No.3
JACKSON No.2
E. KANE No.JJ-95
JACKSON No.LL-95
E. MAHONEY N o.l
JACKSON No.3
H. SCHUBERT A/C 1
No.MM-94
J.M. DONOVAN A/C 1 No.6
L.J. EBAUGH No.PP-94
E.MAHONEY A/C 2 No.QQ-95
J.M. DONOVAN A/C 1 No.5
OGEMAW COUNTRY CLUB
N o.l
FISK No.3
GOLF CLUB No.l
HUGH ALLEN No.l
OGEMAW COUNTRY CLUB
No.2
OGEMAW COUNTRY CLUB
No.3
FLOYD FISK No.l
RUSSELL MILLER N o.l
GOLF CLUB No.2
S.A. MOSS No.l
FLOYD FISK No.l
GOLF CLUB No.l
COUNTRY CLUB N o.l

WELL
LOCATION
824,N, 103,E,SE, 19
1094,N ,847, W,SE, 19
990,S,200,E,NE, 19
1020,N,420,E,NE, 19

148
DUNDEE
TOP
-1600
-1593
-1591
-1638

776,S,475,E,NW, 19
990,N,990,W,NW, 19
915,N,330,E,NW, 19
420,S,870, W,NE, 19
235,N,281 ,E,SW, 19

-1609
-1619
-1614
-1605
-1611

890,N,330,E,NE, 19
990,N,990, W,NE, 19
550,S,330,E,NE, 19
984,N, 1084, W,NE, 19
990,N,990,E,NE, 19
890,N,330,W,NE,19
990,N,330,W,NW, 19
330,N,330, W,NE, 19

-1610
-1616
-1594
-1608
-1604
-1608
-1621
-1622

330,N,255,W,NE,19
1028,S,964,E,NW, 19
696,N,966, W,NW, 19
732,N,899,W,NW, 19
1134,S,248, W,NE, 19

-1624
-1609
-1625
-1621
-1604

330,S,990,W,SE,20
330,S,840,E,SE,20
330,S,990,W,SW,20
990,N,330,W,SE,20

-1598
-1616
-1584
-1604

330,S,330,E,SW,20

-1595

990,S,330,W,SE,20
330,S,300,E,SE,20
990,N,990,E,SE,20
1025,S, 1012, W,SW,20
107,S, 165, W,SW,20
990,S,990,E,SE,20
330,S,990,E,SW,20
307,S,200,W,SW,20

-1599
-1629
-1614
-1587
-1603
-1607
-1594
-1601
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PERMIT
No.
2726
2727
3042
3060
3200
3468
3523
3534
3547
3590
3702
3921
4293
4341
4740
4795
18230
19217
37226
37325
39358
39367
39368
39369
39370
39371
39372
39373
39853
39921
39985
40012
40954
1858
18600

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
GOLF COURSE No.2
GOLF COURSE No.3
GOLF COURSE No.4
GOLF CLUB No.2
COUNTY FARM N o.l
GOLF COURSE No.5
COUNTY FARM No.2
COUNTRY CLUB No.2
HUGH ALLEN No.2
GOLF COURSE No.6
GOLF CLUB No.7
COUNTY FARM No.3
COUNTY FARM No.4
J. ELSNER ET AL No.l
HUGH ALLEN No.A-1
COUNTY FARM No.5
COUNTY FARM R No.l
OGEMAW CO BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS No.2-R
JOSEPH STEPHENS N o.l
RUTH COX No.2
WEST BRANCH CC No.8
WEST BRANCH C.C.
No. EE-98
WEST BRANCH C.C. No.FF-2
WEST BRANCH C.C.
No.GG-98
WEST BRANCH C.C. No.GG-1
WEST BRANCH C.C.
No.HH-99
COUNTY FARM No.FF-97
WEST BRANCH C.C. No.9
WEST BRANCH C.C. No. 10
H. ALLEN No.2
COUNTY FARM A/C 1
No.HH-95
JONES & DURHAM
A/C 3 N o.l
WARREN No. 1-20
LEVI W. DACK No.l
R. CRUICKSHANK No.l

WELL
LOCATION
330,S,330,W,SE,20
990,S,330,E,SW,20
1010,N,960,E,SW,20
760,S,473,W,SW,20
330,S,330,W,NW,20
1120,S,730,W,SE,20
330,N,201 ,W,SW,20
1084,N,861 ,W,SW,20
1120,N,805,W,SE,20
780,S, 1520,W,SW,20
490,N, 1120,E,SW,20
275,S,990,E,NW,20
990,S,990,W,NW,20
95,S,225,E,NW,20
250,N,200,W,SE,20
990,S,330,W,NW,20
990,N,990,W,NW,20

DUNDEE
TOP
-1581
-1602
-1592
-1588
-1586
-1597
-1596
-159J
-1595
-1580
-1597
-1606
-1610
-1615
-1604
-1606
-1625

330,S,840,W,NW,20
330,S,973,E,NE,20
841 ,N,957,E,NW,20
999,N,977,W,SW,20

-1592
-1653
-1652
-1586

331,N,476,E,SW,20
365,S,950,E,SW,20

-1593
-1595

954,N,918,W,SW,20
1116,S, 1069, W,SW,20

-1595
-1592

1046,N, 1035, W,SW,20
533,S, 1236,W,NW,20
415,S,960,E,SW,20
327,S,795,W,SW,20
983,N, 1068,W,SE,20

-1584
-1604
-1595
-1592
. -1601

808,N,330,W,NW,20

-1626

6,N,151,W,SE,20
100,N,210,W,NE,20
330,S,330,W,SW,21
970,N,940,W,SW,21

-1608
-1671
-1608
-1650
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PERMIT
No.
31338
36586
40068
40523
12611
3475
40208
2276
4754
33765
33835
34561
34562
35828
36794
37347
38886
38887
39749
40363
40677
40752
41135
1815
1848
2084
2172
3121
3207
3409
3450
3509
3535
3612
3686
3738
13990
14485
30921
30922

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
LEON RAU No. 1-21
L. DACK No.2
MIER No. 2-21
J. & K. IZOWORSKI
No. 5-23
I.J. BENJAMIN N o.l
C. & A. MORRIS No.l
A. GALLAGHER No.3-26
VICTOR NELSON
T. GALLAGHER No.l
V. NELSON No.2
V. NELSON No.3
F. BUCKINGHAM No.R-8
V. NELSON No.S-9
V. NELSON No.4
V. NELSON No.T-10
F. BUCKINHAM No.5
V. NELSON No.5
F. BUCKINGHAM No.6
V. NELSON No. 1-26
T. GALLAGHER No.4-26
V. NELSON No.2-26
F. BUCKINGHAM No.6-26
V. NELSON No.5-26
FISK No.l
MARY FISK N o.l
A. REINHARDT No.B-1
L. DORAN N o.l
A. REINHARDT No.B-2
F. BAUMCHEN N o.l
M. FISK No.2
F. MEIR N o.l
FISK BROTHERS No.2
F. BAUMCHEN N o.l
FISK BROS. No.3
FISK BROS. No.4
MARY FISK No.3
L. DOREN No.2
F. & H. BAUMCHEN No.2
M. FISK No.5
L. DORAN No.4

WELL
LOCATION
460,N,870,E,NW,21
330,S, 1076,W,SW,21
880,N,460,E,SW,21

DUNDEE

931 ,N,396,E,NE,23
990,S,990,E,SE,24
990,N,990,E,SW,25
1010,N,330,E,SW,26
330,S,330,W,SW,26
330,S,330,W,SE,26
1010,S,335,W,SW,26
330,S, 1013,W,SW,26
1028,N,330,W,SW,26
1021,S ,1002,W,SW,26
330,S,330,E,SW,26
330,S, 1008,E,SW ,26
1028,N,992,W,SW,26
1091,S, 1002,E,SW,26
330,N,330,W,SW,26
878,S,460,E,SW,26
630,S,1011,W,SE,26
970,S,330,E,SW,26
916,N,994,W,SW,26
480,S, 1013,W,SW,26
330,S,990,W,SW,27
330,S,990,E,SW,27
330,S,990,E,SE,27
330,S,990,W,SE,27
330,S,330,E,SE,27
330,N,330,W,SW,27
990,N,330,W,SW,27
990,S,330,W,NW,27
990,S,330,W,SW,27
330,N,990,W,SW,27
990,S,990,W,SW,27
330,S,330,W,SW,27
990,N,990,W,SW,27
990,S,330,W,SE,27
330,S,330,W,NW,27
990,S,330,E,SW,27
330,S,330,W,SE,27

-1685
-2106
-1745
-1651
-1611
-1630
-1757
-1602
-1626
-1620
-1624
-1618
-1627
-1624
-1649
-1624
-1650
-1625
-1620
-1606
-1613
-1615
-1613
-1612
-1605
-1602
-1598
-1619
-1605
-1615
-1605
-1611
-1596
-1609
-1608
-1596
-1604

TOP

-1850
-1621
-1673
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151
PERMIT
No.
30923
30925
31114
31120
31619
31620
32143
32432
32435
32452
32453
32472
32999
33000
33001
33039
33062
33763
33833
34567
36642
38235
40676
41208
2159
2245
2277
2278
2307
2308
2310
2765
3120
3130
3204
3412
3434
3559
3843

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
L. DORAN No.3
M. FISK No.4
M. FISK No.6
M. FISK No.7
H. BAUMCHEN No.3
H. BAUMCHEN No.4
L. DORAN No.5
M. FISK No.8
A. REINHARDT "B" No.3
H. BAUMCHEN No.K-6
H. BAUMCHEN No.L-7
L. DORON No.M-8
L. DORON No.6
A. REINHARDT "B" No.Q-9
L. DORON No.N-7
L. DORAN No.P-8
H.B. BAUMCHEN No.5
L. DORON No.7
L. DORON No.8
R. DORON No.Q-7
M.O. ROE No.l
M. FISK No.9
N. SEELEY No. 1-27
L. DORON No.3-27
FRANK ESTEY No.l
CORA BARBER No.l
W.S. & E.H.
CRAWFORD No.l
R. HORSELL Sr. No.l
U. & E. WILCOX No.l
U. & E. WILCOX No.2
A.C. GARNETT
F. ESTEY N o.l
W.S & E.H. CRAWFORD No.2
A. & L. GARNETT
C. BARBER No.2
W.S. & E.H.
CRAWFORD No.3
L. & A. GARNETT
F. FISK No.l
W.S. & E.H. CRAWFORD

WELL
LOCATION
990,S,990,W,SE,27
990,S,990,E,SW,27
330,S,330,E,SW,27
990,N,990,E,SW,27
330,N,990,E,SW,27
330,S,990,W,NW,27
990,N,990,W,SE,27
990,N,330,E,SW,27
990,S,990,E,SE,27
330,S,990,E,NW,27
330,N,330,E,SW,27
990,N,330,W,SE,27
330,N,330,W,SE,27
990,S,330,E,SE,27
330,N, 1090, W,SE,27
990,N,990,E,SE,27
330,S,330,E,NW,27
330,N,953,E,SE,27
1055,N,346,E,SE,27
330,N,330,E,SE,27
330,S,916,W,NE,27
450,S,330,E,SW,27
1100,N,780,W,NE,27
1016,N,422,E,SE,27
330,N,330,W,SW,28
330,S,330,W,NW,28

DUNDEE
TOP
-1611
-1603
-1601
-1600
-1602
-1607
-1621
-1599
-1614
-1612
-1607
-1613
-1615
-1600
-1630
-1631
-1617
-1638
-1613
-1650
-1647
-1615
-1690
-1620
-1602
-1599

990,S,990,E,SE,28
990,S,990,W,SE,28
330,N,330,W,NW,28
990,N,330,W,NW,28
990,S,330,W,NW,28
990,N,990,W,SE,28
990,N,990,E,SE,28
990,S,990,W,NW,28
330,S,990,W,NW,28

-1608
-1598
-1591
-1596
-1597
-1605
-1597
-1588
-1598

330,N,330,E,SE,28
990,S,990,E,NW,28
990,N,330,W,NE,28
990,S,330,E,SE,28

-1580
-1600
-1598
-1602
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PERMIT
..No. .
4157
4239
4314
4483
4802
5048
5084
5085
5086
5390
5874
6172
6658
7114
8064
15952
31115
31116
31117
31118
31119
32190
32431
32976
33718
33834
34566
34720
34820
34847
35807
35809
35814
35815
36676
36753
36788
37126
37215

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
F. ESTEY No.2
FISK N o.l
FANNY HYSLOP No.l
FISK No.2
TOWNER N o.l
C. BARBER N o.l
W.E. CRAWFORD No.5
W. & E. CRAWFORD No.6
W.S. & E.H. CRAWFORD
HYSLOP No.2
C. BARBER No.4
W.S. & E.H.
CRAWFORD No.8
W.S. & E.H.
CRAWFORD No. 9
FRANK ESTEY No.3
FRAMK ESTEY No.4
W. CRAFORD No. 10
W. CRAWFORD No. 15
F. ESTEY No.5
W. CRAWFORD No. 11
W. CRAWFORD No. 12
W. CRAWFORD No. 14
F. ESTEY No.E-8
F. ESTEY No.6
F. ESTEY No.7
F. ESTEY No.C-8
W. CRAWFORD No.G-10
W. CRAWFORD No.E-6
U. & E. WILCOX No.3
H. HORSELL No.2
H. HORSELL No.3
F. FISK No.2
R. HORSELL No.E-10
F. ESTEY No.D-9
U. & E. WILCOX No.B-3
F. HYSLOP No.3
F. HYSLOP No.D-3
R. HORSELL No.4
F. FISK No.3
F. ESTEY No.8

WELL
LOCATION
330,N,990,W,SW,28
990,N,990,E,NE,28
990,N,330,E,NW,28
990,N,330,E,NE,28
990,S,330,E,NW,28
330,S,990,E,NW,28
990,S,330,W,NE,28
990,S,330,E,NE,28
990,N,330,E,SE,28
990,N,1155,E,NE,28
330,S,330,E,NW,28

DUNDEE
TOP
-1609
-1612
-1595
-1614
-1594
-1600
-1583
-1616
-1598
-1589
-1603

330,S,330,E,SE,28

-1610

990,S,990,E,NE,28
330,N,990,E,SW,28
330,N,330,E,SW,28
330,S,990,W,NE,28
380,S,330,E,NE,28
330,N,920,W,SE,28
330,N,990,E,SE,28
990,S,990,W,NE,28
330,S,990,E,NE,28
990,N,330,W,SE,28
330,N,330,W,SE,28
990,N,330,E,SW,28
933,N,1171,E,SW,28
337,S,1001,E,SE,28
330,S,330,W,NE,28
1069,N, 1054, W,NW,28
1010,S,330,W,SE,28
330,S,896,W,SE,28
1015,N, 1061,W,NE,28
330,S,330,W,SE,28
1029,S,330,E,SW,28
330,N,1071,W,NW,28
410,N, 1021 ,E,NW,28
398,N,285,E,NW,28
330,S,330,E,SW,28
440,N,330,W,NE,28
1033,S, 1007,E,SW,28

-1608
-1602
-1591
-1586
-1596
-1591
-1591
-1597
-1589
-1597
-1585
-1601
-1610
-1610
-1591
-1594
-1604
-1603
-1598
-1620
-1627
-1595
-1603
-1596
-1614
-1602
-1615
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PERMIT
No.
37644
37695
38967
1739
1861
2257
2265
2279
2311
2312
2375
2534
2580
2743
4844
18986
39993
40421
40422
40547
40580
1742
4753
33719
33720
34819
36690
37219
1565
1751
1838
2280
2581
4512
4524
5083
5087
5243
14029
26245
30916

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
R. HORSELL No.5
W. CRAWFORD No. 16
F. FISK No.F-3
ORA CARROLL No. 11
A.O. GUILFORD N o.l
HOBOHM & WHEELER N o.l
A.O. GUILFORD No.2
A.M. SCHICK N o.l
H.W. SCHULTY No.l
A. FISK No.l
A. FISK N o.l
A. FISK No.2
H.W. SCHULTY No.l
A. FISK No.3
B. HAMILTON N o.l
G. CARROLL ET AL N o.l
A.O. GUILFORD No.EE-3
A.M. SCHICK No.DD-4
A.O. GUILFORD No.3
H.W. SCHULTY No.2
A.O. GUILFORD No.FF-4
VICTOR NELSON No.l
H.T. MILLARD No.l
R. ZAHM No.H-11
R. ZAHM No.5
R. ZAHM No.6
R. ZAHM No.F-11
R. ZAHM No.7
WILCOX No.l
STELLA WILCOX No.2
JOHN HART No.l
R J . ZAHN No.l
W. WILCOX No.l
W. HART N o.l
V. NELSON No.A-1
S. WILCOX No.3
R. ZAHM No.2
R. ZAHM No.3
S. WILCOX No.4
J. HART No.2
J. HART No.3

WELL
LOCATION
330,S,213,E,SW,28
495,S,960,W,NE,28
330,N, 1071, W,NE,28
570,N, 1035,W,NW,29
330,N,330,E,NW,29
129,S, 1026,E,NW,29
560,N,990,E,NW,29
330,N,330,W,NE,29
330,N,330,E,SE,29
330,S,330,E,NE,29
330,N,280,E,NE,29
33Q,N,990,E,NE,29
330,N,990,W,NE,29
1010,S,330,E,NE,29
1105,S, 1120,E,SE,29
990,N,870,W,NW,29
1021 ,N, 153, W,NE,29
1088,N, 188,W,NE,29
1159,N,166,W,NE,29
880,N,990,W,NE,29
1266,S,666,E,NW,29
330,N,330,E,SE,33
990,S,330,E,NE,33
117,N,525,E,NE,33
757,N,525,E,NE,33
330,N,929,E,NE,33
330,N,995,W,NE,33
330, N ,425, W, NE,33
523,N,330,E,NE,34
330,N,990,E,NE,34
330,N,990,W,NE,34
330,N,990,W,NW,34
330,N,990,E,NW,34
990,S,330,W,NW,34
330,N,330,E,SE,34
330,S,330,E,NE,34
990,N,330,W,NW,34
330,N,330,W,NW,34
990,N,330,E,NE,34
60,N, 1208,W,NE,34
385,N, 125, W,NE,34

DUNDEE
TOP
-1620
-1596
-1608
-1607
-1608
-1607
-1600
-1495
-1607
-1606
-1598
-1599
-1600
-1591
-1640
-1611
-1590
-1597
-1597
-1596
-1604
-1661
-1628
-1623
-1634
-1621
-1617
-1624
-1609
-1604
-1612
-1607
-1615
-1628
-1618
-1604
-1616
-1607
-1613
-1602
-1605
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WELL NAME AND
No.
NUMBER
30917
HART
30918
W. WILCOX No.2
30924
J. HART No.4
30979
J. HART No.5
31149
S. WILCOX No.5
31150
J. HART No.6
31667
V. NELSON "A" No.2
31669
R. ZAHM No.4
32145
J. HART No.7
32433
V. NELSON "A" No.3
32434
W. WILCOX No.3
32473
W. WILCOX No.K-1
32975
W. HART No.2
33061
JOHN HART No.8
33084
V. NELSON "A" No.P-16
33085
V. NELSON "A" No.Q-17
33836
W. HART No.J-13
33837
W. HART No.L-13
34564
JOHN HART No.M-14
34565
JOHN HART No.N-15
34721
W. HART No.3
34722
J. HART No.9
35806
W. HART No.K-14
35816
V. NELSON "A" No.4
35829
V. NELSON "A" No. 1-15
35838
J. HART No. 10
36678
V. NELSON "A" No.5
37662
V. NELSON "A" No.6
39307
S. WILCOX No.Q-13
1784
REINHARDT No.A-1
3118
M.K. VALLEY No.l
3119
H. GRAOW No.l
3408
J.S. FISHER No.l
3410
C. GAMBOR No.l
3411
H.C. REINHARDT No.l
3575
J. SUTHERLAND No.l
3751
G. PERKINS No.l
4266
F. BUCKINGHAM No.l
4522
J. FISHER No.2
4659
M. JENSEN No.l
4831
MARIE JENSEN No.l

WELL
LOCATION
330,S,990,E,NE,34
415,N,393,E,NW,34
1100,N,330,W,NE,34
990,S,990,W,NE,34
990,S,990,E,NE,34
1000,N,920,W,NE,34
990,N,330,E,SE,34
1040,N,990,W,NW,34
990,S,330,W,NE,34
330,N,990,E,SE,34
1115,N,330,E,NW,34
1055,N,990,E,NW,34
945,S,920,E,NW,34
335,S,970,W,NE,34
990,N,990,E,SE,34
1090,S,430,E,SE,34
987,S,940,W,NW,34
895,S,330,E,NW,34
330,S,330,W,NE,34
330,N,943,W,SE,34
330,S,330,E,NW,34
330,N,330,W,SE,34
330,S,938,E,NW,34
984,S,964,E,SE,34
330,N,330,E,SW,34
835,N,1093,W,SE,34
190,N, 1068,E,SW,34
883,N,430,E,SE,34
1252,S,230,E,NE,34
330,N,330,W,NW,35
330,S,990,E,NE,35
990,S,990,E,NW,35
990,S,990,W,NW,35
330,N,990,E,SE,35
990,N,990,E,NW,35
330,N,990,W,SE,35
330,S,990,W,NE,35
330,N,330,W,SW,35
330,S,330,W,NW,35
990,S,990,E,SW,35
990,S,990,W,SW,35

DUNDEE
TOP
-1619
-1607
-1620
-1612
-1610
-1604
-1628
-1608
-1615
-1616
-1609
-1609
-1610
-1614
-1629
-1631
-1624
-1612
-1616
-1627
-1623
-1620
-1626
-1637
-1630
-1625
-1638
-1619
-1611
-1612
-1606
-1615
-1610
-1612
-1613
-1607
-1611
-1613
-1614
-1618
-1617
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PERMIT
No.
5081
5082
9760
12898
14011
14028
28399
28936
28937
28938
29141
29764
29765
29766
29767
29775
29776
29777
29778
30919
30920
30980
30981
31159
31665
31666
31668
31760
32144
32165
33042
33043
33086
33831
33832
34568
34725
35817
35819
36691

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
H. GROW No.2
F. BUCKINGHAM No.2
H.C. GROW No.3
REINHARDT
CONSOLIDATED No.l
M.K. VALLEY No.2
G.H. PERKINS No.2
H. GROW No.4
H. GROW No.5
F. BUCKINGHAM No.3
JAMES FISHER No.3
JAMES FISHER No.4
H.C. GROW No.7
G. PERKINS No.3
H. GROW No.6
J. FISHER No.5
F. BUCKINGHAM No.4
G. PERKINS No.5
G. PERKINS No.4
H.C. GROW No.8
J. SUTHERLAND No.2
M. VALLEY No.3
J. SUTHERLAND No.3
MARTIN JENSEN No.2
H. REINHARDT No.2
MARIE JENSEN No.2
G. PERKINS No.6
M. VALLEY No.4
J. SUTHERLAND No.4
R.C. REINHARDT No.3
H. GROW No.9
M. VALLEY No.5
MARIE JENSEN No.3
M. VALLEY No.V-12
MARTIN JENSEN No.3
MARTIN JENSEN No.T-18
H. REINHARDT No.U-11
G. PERKINS No.7
G. PERKINS No.W-11
M. VALLEY NO.X-12A
H. GROW No.V-18

WELL
LOCATION
990,N,990,E,SW,35
990,N,990,W,SW,35
330,N,330,E,SW,35
990,N,990,W,NW,35
990,S,330,E,NE,35
990,N,330,W,NE,35
280,N,940,E,SW,35
330,S,990,E,NW,35
280,N, 1005,W,SW,35
500,S,990,W,NW,35
1110,S, 1110,W,NW,35
420,S,285,E,NW,35
990,S,330,W,NE,35
990,N,330,E,SW,35
1130,S,330,W,NW,35
890,N,330,W,SW,35
990,S,990,W,NE,35
330,S,330,W,NE,35
990,S,330,E,NW,35
1135,N,330,W,SE,35
990,S,990,E,NE,35
195,N,330,W,SE,35
1125,S,430,E,SW,35
990,N,330,E,NW,35
990,S,330,W,SW,35
875,N,900,W,NE,35
330,S,330,E,NE,35
1220,N,990,W,SE,35
330,N,990,E,NW,35
1180,S,330,W,SE,35
990,N,330,E,NE,35
330,S,990,W,SW,35
990,N ,990,E,NE,35
331,S,326,E,SW,35
330,S,986,E,SW,35
330,N,330,E,NW,35
368,N,330,W,NE,35
330,N,1015,W,NE,35
1135,N,990,E,NE,35
330,S,330,W,SE,35

DUNDEE
TOP
-1606
-1616
-1612
-1617
-1617
-1617
-1604
-1605
-1608
-1612
-1615
-1613
-1611
-1609
-1605
-1617
-1598
-1603
-1616
-1609
-1613
-1612
-1612
-1622
-1619
-1619
-1614
-1616
-1623
-1613
-1630
-1628
-1665
-1618
-1613
-1619
-1617
-1626
-1616
-1624
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PERMIT
No.
36739
36740
37235
38968
2204
2320
2764
2804
2805
2930
3000
3055
3114
3117
3229
3266
3622
3649
3844
4077
4103
4104
4322
4523
4626
4627
4713
5079
5080
14269
14348
15966
18012
35805
35818
39878
41089

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
JOHN HART No.M-16
MARIE JENSEN No.R-18
W. HART No.4
A. REINHARDY "A"
No.S-11
E. HUSTED N o.l
C. HUSTED N o.l
BOEING ESTATE N o.l
BOEING No.2
STATE N o.l
E. CROWE N o.l
E. CROW No.2
BOEING ESTATE No.3
E. HUSTED No.2
PETER QUELICI N o.l
C. HUSTED N o.l
EVAN CROWE No.4
E. HUSTED No.3
C. HUSTED No.2
PETER QUILICI No.2
E. HUSTED No.4
V. VOVAC N o.l
STATE No.2
J.H. POOLE N o.l
WALTER NELSON N o.l
J.H. POOLE No.2
EVAN CROWE No.5
C. STILLWAGON N o.l
V. VOVAC No.2
C. HUSTED No.2
EVAN CROWE No.7
EVAN CROWE No.8
C. HUSTED No.3
BOEING HEIRS N o.l
C. HUSTED No.4
C. HUSTED No.5
STATE WEST BRANCH
No. 1-36
E. KNIGHT No.3-36

WELL
LOCATION
753,N ,361, W,SE,35
330,S,409,W,SW,35
5,S, 1060,W,NW,35

DUNDEE
TOP
-1636
-1635
-1634

22133E, 4950N
330,N,330,W,SE,36
330,S,990,E,NW,36
990,S,990,W,SE,36
330,S,990,W,SE,36
330,S,990,E,SE,36
330,N,990,E,SW,36
990,N,330,E,SW,36
330,S,330,W,SE,36
990,N,330,W,SE,36
250,S,330,E,SW,36
330,S,3 10,E,NW,36
330,N,330,E,SW,36
990,N,990,W,SE,36
980,S,330,E,NW,36
990,S,330,E,SW,36
330,N,990,W,SE,36
990,N,330,E,NW,36
990,S,330,E,SE,36
990,N,990,E,SE,36
990,N,3330,W,NE,36
990,N,330,E,SE,36
990,S,330,W,NE,36
990,N,990,W,NW,36
990,N,990,E,NW,36
990,S,990,W,NW,36
330,N,990,W,SW,36
330,N,330,W,SW,36
330,S,330,W,NW,36
330,N ,480,E,SE,36
994,S,405,W,NW,36
330,S,982,W,NW,36

-1602
-1609
-1703
-1626
-1608
-1602
-1613
-1609
-1605
-1602
-1624
-1598
-1607
-1612
-1583
-1615
-1604
-1618
-1649
-1601
-1623
-1608
-1599
-1615
-1610
-1606
-1612
-1613
-1613
-1603
-1609
-1607

330,S,330,E,SE,36
472,S,992,W,SE,36

-1606
-1607
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WEST BRANCH FIELD
Churchill Township T22N R3E

PERMIT
No.
31207
1281
2275
2418
2518
2669
2823
3650
3857
4044
4321
4625
4794
17894
19794
36421
33931
38907

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
RJ & MM SHEPPARD No. 1-17
Wm. PRICE N o.l
W.J. PRICE No.l
Wm. J. PRICE No.2
STATE OF MICHIGAN No.l
STATE OF MICHIGAN No.2
STATE OF MICHIGAN No.3
STATE OF MICHIGAN No.4
STATE OF MICHIGAN No.5
STATE OF MICHIGAN No.6
STATE OF MICHIGAN No.7
W. MORRIS No.l
STATE OF MICHIGAN No.8
STATE CHURCHILL No.l
STATE CHURCHILL No.l
STATE CHURCHILL No.2-31
STATE CHURCHILL No. 1-31
STATE CHURCHILL No.3-31

WELL
LOCATION
330,N,330,E,NE, 17
990,S,330,W,NE,31
330,S,330, W ,SE,31
330,S,990,W,SE,31
309,S,330,E,SW,31
309,S,1055,E,SW,31
309,S, 1030, W,SW,31
309,S,330,W,SW,31
919,S,330,W,SW,31
990,N,330,W,SW,31
300,N,330,W,SW,31
330,S,330, W,NW,31
919,S,990,W,SW,31
330,S,730,W,SW,31
990,N,990, W,SW,31
330,S,1080,W,SW,31
330,S,330,E,SW,31
330,S,430,E,SW,31

DUNDEE
TOP
-2055
-1714
-1622
-1619
-1615
-1611
-1617
-1612
-1610
-1605
-1610
-1627
-1609
-1617
-1613
-1606
-1605
-1619

WEST BRANCH FIELD
Horton Township T21N R2E

PERMIT
No.
2735
2809
2822
2864
3068
3225
3366
16827
18095
19096

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
STATE N o.l
STATE OF MICHIGAN No.l
W.F. WIECHERS No.l
STATE B-2
STATE No.2
DEPT. OF
CONSERVATION No.3
STATE OF MICHIGAN No.4
SECOND NAT BANK N o.l
STATE-HORTON No.l
SECOND NAT BANK No.2

WELL
990,N,330,E,NE,1
990,S,330,E,NE,1
330,N,990, W,SE, 1
220,N,990,E,NE, 1
990,S,990,E,NE, 1

DUNDEE
TOP
-1640
-1622
-1637
-1609
-1622

330,S,330,E,NE,1
990,S, 1650,E,NE,1
990,N,330,E,SE,1
990,N,330,E,NW,1
990,N,990,W,SE,4

-1623
-1629
-1621
-1641
-1646

LOCATION
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PERMIT
No.
19253
19351
19472
19683
19684
35962
36192
36195
39980
40123
40139
1246
4830
5154
16508
19147
19324
20091
36069
3467
13897

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
STATE-HORTON No.l
STATE-HORTON No.S-1
STATE-HORTON No.2
STATE-HORTON N o.l
MO ZACK No.l
STATE-HORTON 1-1
STATE-HORTON No.2-1
STATE-HORTON No.3-1
STATE-HORTON No.4
STATE-HORTON No.5-1
STATE-HORTON N0.6R-I
Wm.T. YEO N o.l
C.B. GRAY N o.l
C. GRAY N o.l
Wm. T. YEO No.2
Wm. T. YEO N o.l
Wm. T. & A.V. YEO No.l
NELSON N o.l
GRIFFIN & TEMPLETON
No. 1-3
L. LaPORTE No.l
L. & O. UTTER N o.l

WELL
LOCATION
330,S,990,W,SE, 1
330,S,990,W,NE,1
990,N,330,E,SW,1
990,N,990,W,SW, 1
480,S,990, W,NW, 1
529,S,547,E,NW, 1
798,N,995,W,NW,1
705,N,350,E,NE,1
718,N,330,E,NE,1
812,N, 1001,W,NE,1
430,S,330,E,NE,1
330,N,330,E,NE,2
330,N,330,E,NW,2
330,N,330,W,NE,2
990,N,380,E,NE,2
430,N,360,E,NE,2
330,S,330,E,NE,2
330,S,990,W,NE,3

DUNDEE
TOP
-1679
-1630
-1665
-1688
-1663
-1654
-1643
-1636
-1590
-1610
-1621
-1648
-1635
-1634
-1650
-1655
-1676
-1698

874,N,380,E,NE,3
990,N,330,W,SW,20
330,S,330,W,SW,29

-1678
-2306
-2337

WEST BRANCH FIELD
Mills Township T21N R3E

PERMIT
No.
2503
19365
20010
1704
2168
2288
2324
2389
2436
2535
2600

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
W.J. PRICE No.l
STATE MILLS No.B-1
STATE-MILLS No.l
WOBIG HEIRS No.l
WOBIG HEIRS No.A-1
STATE OF MICHIGAN
WOBIG HEIRS No.2
STATE OF MICHIGAN
STATE OF MICHIGAN
STATE A-l
STATE OF MICHIGAN

No.l
No.2
No.3
No.l

WELL
LOCATION
1020,N,330,W,NW,5
915,N,990,W,SW,5
330,S,990,W,NW,5
300,N,686,E,NE,6
300,S,330,E,NW,6
875,S, 180,E,NW,6
990,S,686,W,NE,6
330,S,266,E,NW,6
309,N,330,E,NW,6
330,N,990,W,SW,6
330,N,990,E,SE,6

DUNDEE
TOP
-1659
-1658
-1665
-1619
-1605
-1598
-1616
-1603
-1604
-1619
-1616
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PERMIT
No.
2612
2622
2674
2692
2721
2750
2798
2806
2807
2814
2915
2993
3030
3106
3301
4475
5421
8040
16826
19032
19037
19173
19180
19187
19345
19614
19663
19735
19798
35094
36852
37202
38368
39474
2808
16606
19873

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
STATE OF MICHIGAN No.4
WOBIG HEIRS N o.l
L. ROMA N o.l
HIMELHOCH ET AL No.l
STATE N o.l
WOBIG HEIRS No.2
STATE No.5
STATE No.6
L. ROMA No.2
HIMELHOCH ET AL No.2
WOBIG HEIRS No.2
WOBIG HEIRS No.3
L. ROMA No.3
STATE OF MICHIGAN No.7
STATE OF MICHIGAN No. 8
ROMA No.4
STATE No.9
STATE No. 10
STATE-MILLS N o.l
STATE-MILLS No.G-1
STATE-MILLS A No.l
ROMA HEIRS No.G-1
HORTON & HORTON No.l
WOBIG & MORRAINE
LAND N o.l
WOBIG HEIRS No.G-2
WOBIG & MORRAINE
LAND No.2
STATE-MILLS No.GG-1
HIMELHOCH, JAQUA &
STATE N o.l
JAQUA-STATE COMM. No.l
WOBIG-MORRAINE N0.I-6A
ROMA A-l
STATE-MILLS No.2-6
WOBIG 1-A
STATE-MILLS B No.3-6
STATE N o.l
DeGOYER N o.l
E.S. AMDSEN ET AL No.l

WELL
LOCATION
309,N, 1045,E,NW,6
330,N,330,W,NE,6
309,N, 1025, W,NW,6
445,N,330,E,SW,6
330,N, 1155,E,SW,6
330,N,990,W,SE,6
309,S, 1154,E,NW,6
935,S,330,W,NW,6
915,N,330,W,NW,6
330,N,815,W,SW,6
990,N,330,W,NE,6
330,S,330,W,SE,6
309,N,330,W,NW,6
925,N,330,E,NW,6
309,S,945,W,NW,6
990,N,990,W,NW,6
990,N,990,E,NW,6
990,S,990,E,NW,6
330,S,330,W,NW,6
990,N,330,E,NW,6
330,S,330,E,NW,6
990,N,990,W,NW,6
990,N,330,E,SE,6

DUNDEE
TOP
-1615
-1619
-1609
-1621
-1621
-1622
-1607
-1611
-1618
-1617
-1606
-1621
-1607
-1514
-1612
-1625
-1615
-1624
-1604
-1598
-1603
-1606
-1637

990,N,990,W,SE,6
990,N,990,W,NE,6

-1646
-1620

330,S,330,E,NE,6
990,N,990,W,SW,6

-1639
-1618

990,N,330,E,SW,6
330,S,330,E,SW,6
968,N,925,W,SE,6
820,N, 1086,W,NW,6
819,N,455,E,NW,6
330,S,882,V/,NE,6
479,S,380,E,NW,6
330,N,990,E,NE,7
330,N,915,W,NE,7
990,N,990,W,NW,8

-1631
-1665
-1639
-1612
-1599
-1620
-1589
-1671
-1670
-1683
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PERMIT
WELL NAME AND
No.
NUMBER
29688
NELSON & MORAINNE
LAND No. 1-9
19978
ALEXANDER ROZSA No.l
26845
CONSUMERS POWER CO N o.l
3031
E.V. TAYLOR No.2

WELL
LOCATION

DUNDEE
TOP

330,S,990,W,SW,9
940,S,330,E,NE,16
990,N,990,W,SE,16
330,S,990,E,NE,17

-1711
-1750
-1752
-1751

CLAYTON FIELD
Mills Township T21N R2E

PERMIT
No..
2171
2053
11608
1475
4623
5034
7179
12875
18508
40559

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
C. CONRAD No.l
W.F. GIBBS N o.l
MILLS ESTATE No.4
MILLS ESTATE No.l
MILLS ESTATE No.l
MILLS ESTATE No.2
MILLS ESTATE No.A-3
MILLS ESTATE No.4
MELLS-CURRIE EST. No.l
MANSFIELD UNIT No. 1-36

WELL
LOCATION
330,N,330,W,NE,22
330,S,990,E,SW,30
310,N,990,W,NE,35
990,N,990,W,SE,36
330,S,330,E,SE,36
214,S,433,W,SE,36
990,S,330,W,SE,36
602,S,990,W,SE,36
330,S,330,E,SW,36
68,S,990,E,NE,36

DUNDEE
TOP
-1788
-2118
-1753
-1672
-1632
-1624
-1658
-1648
-1602
-1707

CLAYTON FIELD
Richland Township T21N R3E

PERMIT
_No. .
2401
3744
4146
4814
40669
39954

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
MILLS ESTATE No.l
THOMPSON No.l
H.J. OLDHAM ET AL No.l
MILLS ESTATE No.2
CAILOTTO UNIT No. 1-31
DONAHUE No. 1-32

WELL
LOCATION
990,S,990,E,SW,31
330,S,990,E,SE,31
330,S,330,W,SE,31
330,S,330,W,SW,31
1159,N, 180, W,SE,31
660,N,660,E,SW,32

DUNDEE
TOP
-1651
-1653
-1641
-1619
-1689
-1840
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CLAYTON FIELD
Clayton Township T20N R4E
PERMIT
No.
3973
3534
3705
3699
3789
3870
4030
4313
8650
12673
12749
12927
12974
17692
18868
3712
3732
3780
4007
4083
4096
4311
4312
4392
4428
4506
4688
4803
4888
4942
5411
5412
10696
12440
12574

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
LEMMER N o.l
C.W. SEIGNIOUS JR No.l
A. HFLIEN N o.l
W. KEEF No.l
C. SEIGNIOUS No.3
C.W. SEIGNIOUS No.4
W. KEEF No.2
A. HELEIN No.2
SEIGNIOUS No.B-3
W. KEEF N o.l
W. KEEF No.2
W. KEEF No.3
W. KEEF No.4
W.C. MEE No.A-4
J.E. DUFFY No.l
M.A. THOMPSON No.l
PEAVY No.l
F. PEAVY N o.l
A. BERRY N o.l
PEAVY No.2
F. PEAVY No.2
A. BERRY No.2
G.L. DODGE No.l
F. PEAVY No.3
PEAVY No.3
SHEPARD No.A-1
SHEPARD No.3
GLADYS DODGE No.2
SHEPARD No.5
SHEPARD No.4
A. BERRY No.3
G. DODGE No.3
SHEPARD No.6
SHEPARD No.7
M. THOMPSON &
D. GREENE No.l

WELL
LOCATION
330,S,330,W,SW,2
330,S,990,W,SE,3
330,S,990,E,SE,3
330,S,990,E,SW,3
330,S,330,W,SE,3
990,S,330,W,SE,3
480,S,330,E,SW,3
330,S,433,E,SE,3
212,S,380,W,SE,3
330,S,990,W,SW,3
345,S,330,W,SW,3
870,S,330,W,SW,3
990,S,840,W,SW,3
916,S,313,W,SE,3
330,S,790,W,SW,3
990,S,990,E,SE,4
330,S,990,W,SE,4
990,S,990,W,SE,4
990,S,330,E,SW,4
330,S,330,W,SE,4
990,S,330,W,SE,4
1188,N,330,E,SW,4
990,S,990,E,SW,4
460,S,330,W,SE,4
1520,S,330,W,SE,4
990,S, 1070,W,SW,4
275,N,330,W,SW,4
528,N, 1120,E,SW,4
700,N, 1115, W,SW,4
200,N,200,E,SW,4
370,S,330,E,SW,4
330,S,990,E,SW,4
330,S,990,W,SW,4
1120,S,440,W,SW,4
930,S,330,E,SE,4

DUNDEE
TOP
-1702
-1645
-1671
-1615
-1634
-1655
-1619
-1682
-1623
-1605
-1765
-1618
-1636
-1634
-1618
-1607
-1608
-1610
-1595
-1621
-1596
-1599
-1598
-1621
-2543
-1606
-1615
-1601
-1611
-1603
-1596
-1597
-1610
-1621
-1608
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PERMIT
WELL NAME AND
No.
NUMBER
12575
M. THOMPSON &
D. GREENE No.2
12843
M. THOMPSON &
D. GREENE No.3
12844
M. THOMPSON &
D. GREENE No.4
18492
I. PEAVY FINGER
ET AL N c.l
19475
BERRY-DODGE COMM No.l
39249
HAROUTUNIAN UNIT No. 1-4
4282
E. METZGER No.l
4941
METZGER N o.l
13720
METZGER No.2
13761
METZGER No.3
4572
A.L. BUHL N o.l
3698
BURTON PEAVY N o.l
3875
A. BARRIE No.l
4076
SHEPARD N o.l
4583
B. PEAVY N o.l
B. PEAVY No.2
4859
6701
HOBART N o.l
8975
HOBART No.2
23989
B. PEAVY No.l
3465
BUFFALO LAND CO No.l
3558
M. KAINDER No.l
3689
CRANDALL No.l
3704
A. WHITING No.l
3710
BUFFALO LAND CO No.2
3711
BUFFALO LAND CO No.3
3724
W. CRANDALL N o.l
3752
S.S. CRANDALL N o.l
3759
J. McKAY N o.l
3788
C. SEIGNIOUS JR No.2
3886
W. CRANDALL No.2
3902
ASA WHITING No.2
4084
M. KAINDER No.2
4102
A. WHITING No.3
4133
W. CRANDALL No.3
4181
J. McKAY N o.l
4182
G. SWAFFIELD N o.l
4226
S..S. CRANDALL No.2

WELL
LOCATION

DUNDEE
TOP

330,S,330,E,SE,4

-1600

990,S,890,E,SE,4

-1610

730,N,330,E,SE,4

-1614

439,S,990,W,SE,4
600,S,330,E,SW,4
330,S,1003,E,SE,4
1650,S,990,W,SE,5
250,N,200,E,SE,5
400,N,330,E,SE,5
910,N,330,E,SE,5
330,N,330,E,NE,8
990,S,330,W,NE,9
330,N,330,E,SE,9
330,N,330,E,NW,9
990,S,330,E,NE,9
330,S,330,E,NE,9
660,N,660,E,NE,9
330,N,330,E,NE,9
942,S, 1039,E,NE,9
990,N,330,E,NW, 10
990,S,330,E,NW, 10
990,S,330, W,NE, 10
330,N, 1290,E,NE, 10
330,N,990,E,NW, 10
330,N,330,E,NW, 10
330,N,330,E,SE,10
990,S,990,E,SE, 10
990,S,990, W,SE, 10
330,N,836, W,NE, 10
990,N,990,E,SE, 10
330,S,330,E,NE, 10
990,S,330,W,NW, 10
330,N,430,E,NE, 10
330,N,990,E,SE, 10
990,N,990,W,SE, 10
990,S,330,E,SW, 10
250,S,840, W,NE, 10

-1619
-1597
-1607
-1651
-1632
-1630
-1660
-1642
-1630
-1620
-1605
-1611
-1603
-1594
-1591
-1592
-1600
-1596
-1603
-1631
-1604
-1611
-1622
-1643
-1634
-1637
-1623
-1629
-1599
-1648
-1621
-1616
-1642
-1603
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PERMIT
No.
4315
4360
4440
4486
4530
4609
4892
12866
12867
13137
40336
3527
3556
3958
4607
13860
39726
39889
28907
40530
3687
4335
19323
38143
10685
15272
21255

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
A. WHITING No.4
J. McKAY No.2
C. DOBLER N o.l
A. WHITING No.5
C. DOBLER No.5
J. McKAY No.4
BUFFALO LAND CO No.4
BUFFALO LAND CO No.5
BUFFALO LAND CO No.6
M. KAIANDER No.3
SEIGNIOUS UNIT No. 1-10
J. MUTCH No.l
W.C. MEE No.l
STATE N o.l
A. WHITING No.6
F. DECKER No.l
BRIGGS ET AL No. 1-12
BRIGGS UNIT No. 1-12
M. BEENER No.l
JANISH UNIT No. 1-13
J.M. PACKER N o.l
E. SOUTHWORTH No.l
S. ALLEN N o.l
D.T. MINER No. 1-21
C. FRANK No.l
FORREST SHEPARD No.l
F.M. SHEPARD N o.l

WELL
LOCATION
330,S,990,E,NE, 10
330,N,990, W,SE, 10
330,N,330,W,SW, 10
340,N,866,E,NE,10
990,N,330,E,SW,10
990,N,330, W,SE, 10
990,N,990,E,NW, 10
330,N,990,W,NW, 10
330,N,330, W,NW, 10
660,S,990,W,NW, 10
986,N,330,W,NE, 10
990,S,990,E,NW, 11
990,S,330,E,SW,11
330,N,330,W,SW, 11
330,S,330,W,NW, 11
990,S,330,W,SW, 11
460,S,6o0,E,SW, 12
960,N, 1000,E,SW, 12
330,N,330,E,SW, 13
990,N,589,W,SE, 13
990,N,990,E,SW, 14
200,N,990, W,NE, 15
330,S,990,W,SE,20
330,N,480,W,NE,21
330,S,660,E,SE,31
990,N,990,W,SW,33
256,S,632,E,SW,33

DUNDEE
TOP
-1605
-1616
-1626
-1652
-1622
-1621
-1595
-1597
-1604
-1603
-1599
-1680
-1653
-1622
-1644
-1640
-1747
-1762
-1758
-1784
-1744
-1670
-2127
-1981
-2116
-2161
-2161

DEERFIELD FIELD
Dundee & Summerfield Townships T6S R6E

PERMIT
No.
549
957
980
0
835
2952

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
HUNTLEY OIL WELL No.l
ARNOLD REAU N o.l
LIDSTER N o.l
ROE N o.l
LaPOINTE & DUSSEAU N o.l
FRANK & JOSIE ROE No.l

TRENTON
WELL
LOCATION
TOP
1142,S, 1120,E,NW, 15
-1405
-1441
330,S,750,E,SW, 18
-1536
685,N,560,W,NW, 18
-1430
220,S,220,E,NW, 19
330,N,462,E,NW, 19
-1416
-1380
250,S,400,E,SW, 19
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PERMIT
No.
3246
3272
3540
3637
6492
6766
6767
6798
6966
7364
7389
7550
21270
22024
23917
24119
24302
7301
7836
7538
7716
7766
8847
12833
2688
4225
4699
5361
6601
6692
6874
6928
7001
7024
7105
7148
7189
7190
7365
7393
7531

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
F. DELANEY N o.l
S. LaVLIET No.l
H. GAERTNER No.l
FARNK ROE N o.l
DUSSEAU & LaPOINTE N o.l
DELANEY No.2
GAERTNER No.3
DUSSEAU & LaPOINTE No.2
LELAND PALMER No.l
FRANK ROE No.6
LAWRENCE RAEU No.l
H. GAERTNER No.4
ROY & ELDA ROE No.G-1
F.M. DELANEY No.4
F.M. DELANEY No.l
FRANK ROE N o.l
ARNOLD C. REAU No.l
EDMUND REAUME No.l
GEORGE MORRISON No.l
E. BRAGG No.l
LEO D. SPOHR No.l
CARL HAGEN No 1
EBENEZER BRAGG No.2
JOHN JUDIT N o.l
E. VANDERCOOK No.l
FRANK ROE No.3
FRANK ROE No.4
R. & F. ROE N o.l
H. MUELLER N o.l
F. & J. ROE No.5
R. & G. ROE No.2
LAMONT BRAGG No.l
HENRY MUELLER No.2
A. BRUNT No.2
A. BRUNT No.l
ELMER BELAND No.l
E. OSTERHOUT No.l
ALBERT ROWE No.l
E. OSTERHOUT No.2
H. MONTRY No.2
MYNEE ROWE N o.l

WELL
TRENTOf*
TOP
LOCATION
368,S, 1120, W,SW, 19
-1416
1095,N,225,W,SE,19
-1403
400,S,200,W,SE, 19
-1372
650,S,400,E,SW, 19
-1382
250,S, 1070,E,NW, 19
-1441
250,N, 1222, W,SW, 19
-1429
880,S,250,W,SE, 19
-1395
220,S,564,E,NW, 19
-1442
220,S,770,W,NE, 19
-1414
220,N, 1160,E,SW, 19
-1420
215,S,1435,W,NW,19
-1426
220,S, 1100, W,SE, 19
-1411
30,S,990,E,SW, 19
-1404
1187,N, 1154,W,SW, 19
-1430
990,N,797,W,SW, 19
-1424
834,N, 1183,E,SW, 19
-1406
330,S, 1132, W,NW, 19
-1426
165,N,1155,E,SW,20
-1443
300,N,300,W,SE,26
-1433
330,S,330,W,SW,29
-1359
220,N,220,W,NW,29
-1398
330,S,330,E,SE,29
-1399
990,S,330,W,SW,29
-1349
220,N,700,E,SW,29
-1423
720,S,330,E,NE,30
-1365
-1392
200,N,600,E,NW,30
850,N,225,E,NW,30
-1381
641,S, 1320,E,NW,30
-1369
-1371
1052,S, 1406, W,NW,30
1066,S, 1070,E,NW,30
-1369
-1371
500,S,790,E,NW,30
660,S, 1260,W,NW,30
-1383
1130,S,740,W,NW,30
-1391
220,S,1462,W,SW,30
-1398
1020,S, 1462, W,SW,30
-1405
220,N,1100,E,NE,30
-1399
780,N, 1430,W,NW,30
-1383
-1374
990,S,330,E,SE,30
-1397
340,N, 1430, W,NW,30
-1374
70,S,1317,E,SW,30
-1374
990,S,990,E,SE,30
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PERMIT
No.
7551
7732
7743
8001
8036
8041
8080
8449
8526
9257
12115
18845
20838
20986
21180
21233
21709
22632
22254
22879
23697
23765
23850
23962
24279
24289
24909
6965
7174
7201
7211
7936
8537
8569
8779
24082
24120
37089
7751

WELL NAIvm AND
NUMBER
R. & G. ROE No.3
JOHN DELANEY HEIRS No.l
FRANK ROE No.7
R. & G. ROE No.4
HENRY MONTRY No.3
LAMONTE BRAGG N o.l
LAMONTE BRAGG No.B-1
LAMONTE BRAGG No.B-2
J. DELANEY HEIRS No.l
H. MONTRY No.5
HENRY MUELLER No.l
ALBERT ROWE No.2
DELANEY & HEIRS No.l
DELANEY & HEIRS No.2
F.M. DELANEY No.3
A. & M. ROWE No.G-1
DELANEY & HEIRS No.4
DELANEY & HEIRS No.6
DELANEY & HEIRS No.7
G. & B. ROE No.GG-1
ROSS MONTRY No.GG-1
DELANEY & HEIRS No.l-A
W. LAUER N o.l
DELANEY & HEIRS No.l-B
ROSS L. LIEDEL N o.l
BELAND No.l-A
ALBERT ROWE No.l
A. DUVAL N o.l
H. MONTRY No.l
R. HALBERSTADT No.l
CAIN N o.l
ORVILLE W. PLATTER No.l
AMELIA DUVALL No.l
H. MONTRY No.4
AMELIA DUVALL No.3
BURGER No.l
J. & P. STANGER No.l
MONTRY No. 1-31
MAY LaVOY No.l

WELL
TRENTOf*
LOCATION
TOP
674,N, 1330,E,SW,30
-1382
220,N,1100,W,NE,30
-1389
433,N, 1100,E,NW,30
-1387
124,S, 1330,E,NW,30
-1368
1106,N,1297,E,SW,30
-1386
232,N, 1277, W,SW,30
-1378
1980,S, 1025, W,SW,30
-1388
1540,S, 1202, W,SW,30
-1409
1100,S,220,W,SE,30
-1353
1094,S, 1297,E,SW,30
-1391
1080,N, 1406, W,NW,30
-1379
990,N,330,E,SE,30
-1370
300,S,884,W,NE,30
-1375
330,N,330,W,NE,30
-1396
330,S,990,E,NE,30
-1363
330,N,990,E,SE,30
-1366
330,S,330,W,NE,30
-1392
910,S, 1050,W,NE,30
-1367
990,S,990,E,NE,30
-1371
330,N,330,E,SW,30
-1365
500,S,990,E,SW,30
-1370
1190,N,330,W,NE,30
-1376
5 18,N, 1132,W,NW,30
-1382
330,N,925,W,SE,30
-1386
330,S, 1190,W,SW,30
-1401
360,N,500,E,NE,30
-1409
990,N,990,E,SE,30
-1382
743,N, 1332,E,NW,31
-1365
345,N,1442,E,NW,31
-1398
1178,N ,1332,E,NW,31
-1386
220,N, 1170,E,SW,31
-1356
220,N,220,W,NE,31
-1382
743,N,1252,W,NW,31
-1400
320,N, 1003,E,NW ,31
-1378
300,N, 1252, W,NW,31
-1405
330,N,330,W,NE,31
-1353
990,N,330,W,NE,31
-1360
330,N,330,W,SW,31
-1425
330,N,330,W,NW,32
-1351
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DEERFIELD FIELD
Ridgeway, Deerfield, & Blissfield Townships T6S R5E

PERMIT
No.
19191
19375
19376
22865
130
3793
7634
26538
8319

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
C.C. DOWNING No.l
C.C. DOWNING No.2
C.C. DOWNING No.3
C.C. DOWNING No.l-A
BORTON No.2
BUSEY No.l
G. LaVOY N o.l
GARNO-FISHER-WAHL No.l
TRIMMINS HEIRS No.l

WELL
LOCATION
330,N,330,W,SE, 1
330,N,530,E,SW, 1
990,N,990, W,SE, 1
330,S,990,E,NE,1
1153,N,49,W,SE,5
885,S,225,E,SE,25
110,N,220,E,NW,25
330,S,990,E,SE,32
990,S,330,E,NE,36

TRENTON
TOP
-1722
-1738
-1728
-1672
-1920
-1573
-1677
-1816
-1440

DEERFIELD FIELD
Summerfield Township T7S R6E

PERMIT
Wn
7471
3972
7519
7424
38375
25494
6610
15091
19620
36547
25378
35961
36474
37434
37598
39054
38869
3245
20803
21076

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
E. BRACKETT N o.l
ALBY WOHLGAMUTH No.l
G. McCARTY No.l
H. & G. YAPES No.l
FIRST BANK OF AMERICA
MERLIN SHIMP No.l
AULT BROTHERS No.l
M.H. BIEBER N o.l
M.H. BIEBER N o.l
McHENRY No. 1-18
L.L ALLEN No.2
W. SCHADEWALD ETAL 1-19
SIPES ET AL No. 1-19
SWINDEMAN ET AL No. 1-19
WOODBURY ET AL No. 1-19
McHENRY No.3-19
LENNARD & SONS No. 1-20
STONE N o.l
FRANK KAIN No.l
L.L. ALLEN No.l

WELL
LOCATION
221,N,1099,E,NW,4
990,N,330,E,NW,6
330,N,330,E,NE,6
330,S,770,E,NW,7
330,N,330,E,NW,7
330,S,660,E,SE,16
990,S,330,W,NW, 17
990,N,330,W,SW,18
360,N,890,W,SW,18
990,S,400,W,SW, 18
330,S,330,W,SW, 19
740,S,330, W,NW, 19
890,S,580,W,SW, 19
990,S,990E,SW, 19
330,N,470,W,SW, 19
330,N,450,W,NW, 19
330,N,990,W,NW,20
200,S,800,E,SE,24
330,N,990,W,NW,30
330,N,330,E,NW,30

TRENTON
TOP
-1360
-1346
-1330
-1305
-1333
-1277
-1279
-1251
-1264
-1253
-1256
-1250
-1225
-1198
-1230
-1267
-1252
-1252
-1221
-1194
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PERMIT
WELL NAME AND
WELL
TRENTON
- M l __________NUMBER__________________ LOCATION__________ TOP
37058
WINKLER ET AL No. 1-30
330,N,480,W,NW,30
-1263
19563
H.F. STEWE ETC, ETC N o.l 330,N,330,W,SW,34
-1165
38740
IOTT & STATE No. 1-35
330,S,990,W,SW,35
-1161

DEERFIELD FIELD
Deerfield & Blissfield Townships T7S

PERMIT
No.
8254
983
23979
3251
25556
7870
8803
24544
24362
24541
36406
25016
8204

WELL NAME AND
NUMBER
J. IOTT N o.l
LONG No.2
R. & I. VANHAERENTS No.l
F. SIEDEL N o.l
L. & M. WAHL No.l
A.E. HEATH N o.l
A. HEATH No.2
YAPE AND YAPE No.l
BERTHA HOFFMAN No.l
F. & E. GERBER No.l
SCHWALM 1-24
GERBER ESTATE No.l
L. FLICK N o.l

k5e

WELL
LOCATION
220,S,1100E,NE,1
1650,S, 1650, W,NE,2
992,S,330,W,NW,4
990,N,330,E,NE,5
990,N,990,W,NE,5
220,S,220,E,SE, 13
220,S,110,E,SE,13
340,S,330,E,SE, 14
380,S,330,W,SE,24
330,S,330,E,SE,24
992,S,330,E,NE,24
330,N,330,E,NE,25
220,S,660,W,SE,26

TRENTON
TOP
-1557
-1665
-1802
-1805
-1795
-1303
-1369
-1616
-1517
-1317
-1312
-1306
-1621

NORTHVILLE FIELD
Northville Township T1S R8E

PERMIT
WELL NAME AND
WELL
No.
NUMBER
LOCATION
18966
330,N,330,E,NW,4
F.E. WHIPPLE N o.l
18982
HOWELL-WALKER ET AL
N o.l
430,N,330,E,NW,5
18995
I. DICKINSON/PAUL KNAPP
N o.l
330,N,990,W,SW,6
19348
MAYBURY SANATORIUM No.l330,S,330,E,SW,6
20327
MARSHALL HUFF No.l
330,S,330,W,SW,6
12589
GLENN ANGELL No.l-M
1000,N,500,E,NW,7

TRENTON
TOP
-3352
-3336
-3336
-3275
-3243
-3216
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PERMIT
WELL NAME AND
WELL
No.
NUMBER
LOCATION
19201
R.M. TERRILL & E. THAYER
ET AL N o.l
990,N,990,E,SW,7
19528
M. CROWE & M. FRASER
ET AL N o.l
990,S,990,W,SE,7
25724
FEE No.213
1287,S,650,W,NW,7
25725
CONSUMERS POWER No.N-21550,S,1200,E,NW,7
25726
FEE No.216
100,N,100,E,SW,7
25727
FEE No.217
200,N,800,W,SE,7
25728
FEE No.218
1050,S,576,E,SE,7
25795
FEE No.N-214
800,S, 1260,E,NW,7
19241
A.M. THOMSON N o.l
330,S,330,W,SW,8
19665
E.S. LUCIER No.l
UNIT B-9
330,S,330,W,SW,9
19421
COUNTY OF WAYNE No.l
990,S,853, W,SW, 16
19915
COUNTY OF WAYNE No.2
330,S,440,E,SW, 16
20157
COUNTY OF WAYNE No.3
330,S, 1040,E,SE, 16
25624
CONSUMERS POWER No.206 700,N,350,W,SW, 16
25625
CONSUMERS POWER No.207 1240,N,750,E,SW, 16
19245
DAUGHTERS OF St MARY OF
330,S,990,W,NE, 17
PROVIDENCE No.l
19362
DEHOCO N o.l
990,S,990,W,NW, 17
19432
DEHOCO No.2
990,N,990,E,SW, 17
19496
DEHOCO No.3
1084,N,990,E,SE, 17
DEHOCO No.4
19730
990,S,990,E,NW, 17
25623
CONSUMERS POWER No.205 660,N,660,E,NW, 17
FEE No.N-219
700,N, 125,W,NW, 17
25796
19329
DAMON GEORGE ET AL N o.l 990,N,990,E,NE,18

TRENTON
TOP
-2954
-3002
-3156
-2996
-3158
-3152
-3134
-3175
-3113
-3215
-2979
-2960
-3095
-3086
-3079
-3107
-3010
-3108
-2966
-3026
-3019
-3017
-3024

NORTHVILLE FIELD
Plymouth Township T1S R8E

PERMIT
WELL NAME AND
No..
NUMBER
19541
R.C. FORBES No.l
UNIT 21-A
19578
O. MILLARD ET AL No.l
18946
ELVIDGE N o.l
19907
ELIZABETH RAETZEL COMM.
N o.l

WELL
LOCATION

TRENTON
TOP

430,N,990,W,NW,21
990,N,990,E,NE,21
330,N,990,E,SW,22

-2953
-2908
-2965

50,N, 1320,E,SE,22

-3026
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PERMIT
No.
19936
25538
25539
20702
20794
21682
23812
24596
25141
25351
25585
25723
26024
22978
23638
25808
25809
25860
25861
26075
26100
26166
22341

WELL NAME AND
WELL
TRENTOr*
LOCATION
NUMBER
TOP
W.C. & T.R. WEBBER No.l
1320,N, 1320,E,NW,22
-3015
CONSUMERS POWER No.208 100,N,250,W,SE,22
-2959
CONSUMERS POWER No.209 50,N,550,E,SE,22
-3057
FEE N o.l
450,S,450,W,SW,23
-2968
COR CO No.2
990,N,330,W,SW,23
-2947
COUNTY OF WAYNE, MI
N o.l
770,N, 176, W,SE,23
-3016
WAYNE COUNTY ROAD COMM
No.6
-2971
1178,S,805,E,SW,23
WAYNE COUNTY ROAD COMM
No.5
NW,SW,SW
-2962
WAYNE COUNTY No.3
313,N, 1129,W,SW,23
-3049
WAYNE COUNTY ROAD COMM
No.7
550,S, 1700,E,SE,23
-3015
C & O RAILWAY No.4
610,S,560,W,SW,23
-2961
J. SZALAY No.l
755,S,860,W,SW,24
-2981
BURROUGHS CORP No.4
330,S,330,E,SW,24
-2973
JOHN ZITTLE N o.l
309,S, 156,W,NE,25
-2939
WAYNE COUNTY ROAD COMM
No.4
990,S,894,E,SE,25
-2930
BURROUGHS CORP No.l
330,N,500,W,NW,25
-2936
BURROUGHS CORP No.2
590,S,986,E,NW,25
-2946
ZITTEL No.2
1360,N, 195, W,NE,25
-2950
BURROUGHS CORP No.3
620,N,630,E,NW,25
-2946
EVANS PROD. No.l
740,S,778,E,NE,25
-2931
EVANS PRODUCTS CO. No.2 663,N, 1332,E,NE,25
-2953
EVANS PRODUCTS CO. No.3 50,S,330,E,NE,25
-2927
WAYNE COUNTY ROAD COMM
No.2
305,N, 1140,E,NE,26
-2941
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Appendix B
Calcite Twin-Strain Analysis Sample Locations,
Stratigraphic Horizons, and G-TEST Results

170
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The large diameter stereographic projections in this section represent the
results from the total data sets for each sample. Below each of these
projections is information concerning sample location and stratigraphic horizon,
and the results from G-TEST are also given. The pages following the total data
set plots (small diameter projections) provide the G-TEST results from each of
the four data separation techniques for each sample.
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Sample: RCD1
Age: Middle Devonian
Formation: Dundee Limestone
Location: Michigan Limestone Operations quarry. Sections 23, 25, 26, 35, and
36, T35N, R5E, Presque Isle Co., Michigan.
Number of Grains: 49
NEV (%): 33
Nominal Error (%): 0.28
el (%): -0.80
el Trend (Plunge): 84°
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173

N

High Angle Compression Axes
Number of Grains: 22
Nominal Error (%): 0.42
el Trend (Plunge): 217° (88°)

NEV (%): 18
el (%): -0.99

N

Low Angle Compression Axes
Number of Grains: 27
Nominal Error (%): 0.28
el Trend (Plunge): 146°

NEV (%): 0
el (%): -0.99
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Positive Expected Values
Number of Grains: 31
Nominal Error (%): 0.25
el Trend (Plunge): 87°

NEV (%): NA
el (%): -1.68

N

Negative Expected Values
Number of Grains: 18
Nominal Error (%): 0.38
el Trend (Plunge): 357° (65°)

NEV (%): NA
el (%): -0.87
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175

N

- Sample: PTG3
Age: Middle Devonian
Formation: Gravel Point Formation
Location: Abandoned shale pit. Sec. 8, T34N, R6W, Emmet Co., Michigan.
Number of Grains: 86
NEV (%): 27
Nominal Error (%): 0.12
el (%): -0.67
el Trend (Plunge): 102°
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High Angle Compression Axes
NEV (%): 14
el (%): -0.67

Number of Grains: 35
Nominal Error (%): 0.26
el Trend (Plunge): 291° (83°)

N

a ’»

V ^5F • • '

Low Angle Compression Axes
Number of Grains: 51
Nominal Error (%): 0.09
el Trend (Plunge): 91°

NEV (%): 2
el (%) : -0.64
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Positive Expected Values
Number of Grains: 58
Nominal Error (%): 0.09
el Trend (Plunge): 90°

NEV (%): NA
el (%): -0.83

N
i

Negative Expected Values
Number of Grains: 28
Nominal Error (%): 0.16
el Trend (Plunge): 163° (65°)

NEV (%): NA
el (%): -0.59
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Sample: ATGA1
Age: Middle Devonian
Formation: Alpena Limestone
Location: LaFarge Corperation Limestone quarry. Sec., 13, T31N, R8E, Alpena
Co., Michigan
Number of Grains: 86
NEV (%): 31
Nominal Error (%): 0.04
el (%): -0.09
el Trend (Plunge): 170°
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179

N

High Angle Compression Axes
NEV (%): 5
el (%): -0.37

Number of Grains: 22
Nominal Error (%): 0.07
el Trend (Plunge): 281° (77°)

N

if*
Low Angle Compression Axes
Number of Grains: 64
Nominal Error (%): 0.03
el Trend (Plunge): 37°

NEV (%): 11
el ( %) : -0.16
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Positive Expected Values
Number of Grains: 57
Nominal Error (%): 0.04
el Trend (Plunge): 164°

Negative Expected Values
Number of Grains: 29
Nominal Error (%): 0.04
el Trend (Plunge): 108° (61°)

NEV (%) : NA
el (%): -0.18

NEV (%): NA
el (%): •0.31
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N

K C - '/

H w v i'A * W

■Bps
Mr

Sample: PPTB1
Age: Middle Devonian
Formation: Thunder Bay Limestone
Location: Partridge Point (shoreline exposure). Sec. 11, T30N, R8E, Alpena
Co., Michigan.
Number of Grains: 88
NEV (%): 9
Nominal Error (%): 0.07
el (%): -0.40
el Trend (Plunge): 110°
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High Angle Compression Axes
Number of Grains: 14
Nominal Error (%): 0.25
el Trend (Plunge): 312° (44°)

Low Angle Compression Axes
Number of Grains: 74
Nominal Error (%): 0.06
el Trend (Plunge): 76°

NEV (%): 0
el (%): -1.32

NEV (%): 4
el (%): -0.30
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N

Positive Expected Values
Number of Grains: 76
Nominal Error (%): 0.07
ei Trend (Plunge): 73°

NEV (%): NA
el (%): -0.44

Negative Expected Values
Number of Grains: 12
Nominal Error (%): 0.13
el Trend (Plunge): 157° (50°)

NEV (%): NA
el (%): -1.43
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Sample: SQD2
Age: Middle Devonian
Formation: Dundee Limestone
Location: Sibley Quarry. T4S, R11E, Wayne Co., Michigan.
Number of Grains: 86
NEV (%); 43
Nominal Error (%): 0.13
el (%): -0.14
el Trend (Plunge): 196° (65°)
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N

High Angle Compression Axes
NEV (%): 5
el (%): -0.76

Number of Grains: 39
Nominal Error (%): 0.09
el Trend (Plunge): 210° (88°)

N

Low Angle Compression Axes
Number of Grains: 47
Nominal Error (%): 0.16
el Trend (Plunge): 147°

NEV (%): 23
el (%): -0.59
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Positive Expected Values
Number of Grains: 47
Nominal Error (%): 0.12
el Trend (Plunge): 175° (30°)

NEV (%): NA
el (%): -0.87

&

Negative Expected Values
Number of Grains: 39
Nominal Error (%): 0.09
el Trend (Plunge): 325° (-55°)

NEV ( %) : NA
el (%): -0.73
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N

Sample: BBP1
Age: Upper Mississippian
Formation: Bayport Limestone
Location:

Limestone quarry.
Michigan.

SE 1/4 Sec.

29,

TIN,

R6W,

Eaton Co.,

Number of Grains: 84
NEV (%): 12
Nominal Error (%): 0.12
el (%): -0.90
el Trend (Plunge): 3° (89°)
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N

High Angle Compression Axes
Number of Grains: 65
Nominal Error (%): 0.12
el Trend (Plunge): 46° (83°)

NEV (%): 2
el (%): -0.93

N

Low Angle Compression Axes
Number of Grains: 19
Nominal Error (%): 0.39
el Trend (Plunge): 147°

NEV (%): 37
el (%): -0.90
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Positive Expected Values
Number of Grains: 71
Nominal Error (%): 0.11
el Trend (Plunge): 54° (85°)

NEV (%): NA
el (%): -0.95

Negative Expected Values
Number of Grains: 13
Nominal Error (%): 0.27
el Trend (Plunge): 8°

NEV (%): NA
el (%): -1.83
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